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NON-SCHOOL HOURS: MOBILIZING SCHOOL
AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1998

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeffords (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Jeffords, Gregg, Wellstone, and Murray.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing of the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources will come to order.

I want to welcome everyone to this hearing to explore the child
care needs of school-age children and their families. The nonschool
hours are more than just before and after the school day. They also
include weekends, school vacation days, parent-teacher conference
days, summer vacations, early release daysall of a child's waking
hours when they are neither at school nor at home with their par-
ents.

Most of us look back on our childhood and see our time consumed
with school. In reality, of course, there are more nonschool than
school hours in a child's life. With increasing numbers of parents
working, there is a growing need to ensure a supervised, enriching
environment for children when they are not in school. Yet far too
often, that simple goal is out of reach for many children and par-
ents.

President Clinton announced his child care initiative in January.
The part that struck a chord with most parents was the need for
after-school care. Parents and children need choices. They need an
array of constructive, appealing activities for school-age children
during nonschool hours.

After-school care provides a safe, supervised environment for
school-age children during the hours when they cannot be with
their parents or in school. High-quality after-school programs pro-
vide activities that foster positive youth development. Numerous
studies tell us that the hours between the time that school ends
and parents get home is a time of great risk for our children. Those
hours have the highest levels of substance abuse, teenage sexual
activity, delinquency, and other high-risk behaviors.

(1)
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It is obvious that meeting the needs of children, youth and their
families during nonschool hours may be the best "prevention" pro-
gram. That is a lot of bang for the buck.

The Washington Metropolitan Area has the highest proportion of
working women in this country. There are many community re-
sourcesparks and recreational centers, private businesses offer-
ing dancing, computer education, martial arts, swimming, art, and
almost anything else you can imagine, school-based before- and
after-school programs, a vast array of private voluntary organiza-
tions like the YMCA, Boys and Girls Clubs, Camp Fire, and others.
But the reality is that these resources do not provide the support
that our children need because they are operating in totally sepa-
rate orbits.

Conversel3r, in rural areas like Vermont, there are few resourcesin either the public or the private sectors, huge transportation
problems, and smaller populations from which to solicit local con-
tributions in support of community programs. With smaller num-
bers of children and youth to participate in programs, the array of
activities that can be made available becomes severely limited. Yet
the need to have activities that actively engage each child is still
a critical component of any successful after-school program.

In both resource-rich urban and suburban areas, and rural areaswith limited resources, there is a notable lack of a cohesive net-work of programs and services for school-age children. This frag-
mented set of options presents its own difficulties. Rather like a
thousand-piece jigsaw puzzle, it requires time, ingenuity and per-
sistence to make it all fit together.

The situation becomes even worse if many of the pieces are miss-
ing, so often the case in rural and inner-city areas, or if parents
cannot afford to buy the puzzle in the first place. These obstacles
are even greater for low-income families, parents without under-
standing bosses, children whose parents work two or three jobs or
shift work, parents with limited English-speaking skills, and sin-
gle-parent families.

During this hearing, I want to explore ways in which we can bet-
ter meet the needs of children and their families during these criti-
cal nonschool hours. What are those needs? What are the barriers
to having the various segments of the community work in a more
cohesive way to provide the support that these children need? How
can the Federal Government help build the coordinated school and
community networks that families need? Can we make the non-
school hours not only a safe time for kids, but a time that fosters
positive growth and development of youth and inhibits the onset of
risky behaviors?

I laelieve the witnesses that we are privileged to have with us
today will help us begin to put the pieces of this puzzle together.
I am pleased that we have so many different perspectives rep-resented here today.

Senator Kennedy wanted to be here, but because of the funeral
for Senator Ribicoff, he is unable to attend the hearing today. His
statement will be included in the record as if read, as well as a
statement from Senator Leahy.

[The prepared statements of Senators Kennedy and Leahy fol-
low:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

I commend Senator Jeffords for scheduling this hearing on the
importance of making quality after-school care available to Ameri-
ca's school-aged children. I hope that the result of these hearings
will be prompt action by this Congress to meet this high priority.

Constituents, education and welfare agencies, law enforcement
officers, and children's advocates are unanimous in their view that
greater opportunities are needed for activities to keep school-age
children off the streets, out of trouble and away from drugs. Over
five million school-aged children are left home alone after school.
Parents try to arrange care for their school-aged children, but are
frequently prevented from doing so because of the location, cost, or
the poor quality of the activities that are available. Often, no activi-
ties at all are available. Current Federal programs support after-
school care for only I out of every to eligible children. Hundreds of
thousands of families are on waiting lists for such care. The cost
of not making after-school care available to working families is
enormous. Children miss out on the opportunity to improve their
learning and social skills. Those who turn to crime or drugs impose
heavy costs on the community. Police across the nation report that
delinquent conduct peaks between 3 and 8 p.m. each school day.

We know how to address these concerns. Part of the solution, as
Senator Jeffords has proposed, is to support school-based after-
school programs. His 21st Century Community Learning Center
Program deserves to be expanded. In fact, President Clinton pro-
posed to expand it five-fold from $40 million to $200 million annu-
ally. But even after that expansion, the program will be able to ac-
commodate at most only 500,000 children from middle-income and
low-income families. School-based programs cannot be relied upon
entirely to meet this need. Further investments in community-
based programs are essential.

State and local governments should have the flexibility to pro-
vide the care they find is necessary to meet community needs. The
Child Care Development Block Grant should be expanded for this
purpose, and I intend to introduce legislation to do so. Part of the
increase should be earmarked to improve the quality of these ac-
tivities, in response to extensive and compelling evidence that we
know how to improve quality but have failed to do so. Clearly, all
parents with school age children will benefit from these invest-
ments and I hope that a bipartisan consensus will emerge on the
most effective ways to achieve this important goal.

Again, I commend Senator Jeffords for scheduling this hearing,
and I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PATRICK LEmiy, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF VERMONT

I applaud my colleague from Vermont, Senator Jeffords, for convening this impor-
tant hearing today to examine the growing need for after-school programs for chil-
dren of all ages. With more and more parents of school-aged children working out-
side the home, we, as a nation, must make a commitment to our children to ensure
they have safe and supervised places to be after school, on weekends and during
vacations. I am looking forward to working on a bipartisan basis with Senator Jef-
fords and others to seelc balanced and adequate funding for a variety of prevention
programs in both 5.10the juvenile crime billand in any future child care legisla-
tion.
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THE NEED TO SUPPORT PREVENTION

Teenagers themselves are clamoring for programs to help them develop their jobskills ad educational talents and places where they can have fun in a safe environ-ment. Just last week I had the good fortune to meet Brad Luck, who will testifyhere today, at the Essex Teen Center in Vermont. Brad and several other studentsspearheaded the effort to establish a new teen center in Essex Junction and nowserves as president of the student board of directors. During my visit with AttorneyGeneral Reno to the center last week, we learned that these students led the fundraising effort and raised more than $30,000 in one month to establish the center.They have continued to oversee its activities and have proven the importance ofhaving kids involved and invested in prevention activities. America's teens are send-ing us a clear message: They want safe places for constructive after school activities.The Essex Teen Center is just one of several new and creative prevention pro-grams targeting teens in Vermont. In Burlington, the King Street Youth Centerhouses a new 'Youth Entrepreneurial Seminar" for at-risk youths to teach themhow to establish their own businesses. One of the Ley components of the YES pro-gram is matching these teens with local business leaders to learn the tricks and pit-falls of running one's own business. The teens in Woodstock have also establisheda teen center, using Essex Junction's facility as a model. And several towns in Ver-mont are exploring options for creating community-based restorative justice pro-grams for juveniles which involve the perpetrator and victim in the resolution of de-linquent acts.
Vermont also has many well-established programs for children and youth, includ-ing the YMCA's after-school program in Burlington. We are fortunate to have SueLuck, Brad's mother and the Associate Executive Director of the YMCA, here todayto discuss the varied programs offered by the Y, which is the largest provider ofafter-school programs in Vermontand across the Nation. Vermont also has thegood fortune to have a Boys and Girls Club in Burlington, two Big Brother/Big Sis-ter mentoring programs in Bennington and Brattleboro, and a Youthbuild project,which teaches teens how to build homes while they rebuild their lives. Despite thecommitment Vermonters have made to their children, I have heard again and againthat more needs to be done. I intend to do all I can to ensure that any bill whichpasses the Senate supports the broad array of prevention programs currently inplace in Vermont. Local communities, not the Federal Government, should decidespecifically how any new Federal funds are spent.
The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness is Dr. Gerald Tirozzi. Dr.Tirozzi is the assistant secretary of elementary and secondary edu-cation at the United States Department of Education. He was ap-pointed to his current position in January, 1996. Dr. Tirozzi has ex-tensive experience in the field of education, from high schoolscience teacher to college president to State commissioner of edu-cation in Connecticut. Dr. Tirozzi has distinguished himself as anationally-recognized leader in education reform.Thank you for being with us today, and please proceed, Dr.Tirozzi.

STATEMENT OF GERALD N. TIROZZI, ASSISTANT SECRETARYFOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. DE-PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC; ACCOM-PANIED BY RICKY TAKAI, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, OFFICEOF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT, ANDSUSAN WILHELM, STAFF
Mr. TiROZZI. Thank you, Senator Jeffords. It is a pleasure tohave this opportunity to speak to the committee and to talk aboutthis particular subject.
I also want to commend you personally for your commitment andyour assistance in seeing this program get started. I really appre-ciated your opening remarks, because in many respects, they takethe place of some of my opening remarks, which is fine. I think youdid a super job with that.
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Just for the recordand you have a copy of my full testimony
I am simply going to try to summarize the key points and then give
you an opportunity to ask questions.

I have been in public education for approximately 38 years, and
I was a community school principal in /the 1960's and operated a
school that was opening from 8 in the morning until 10 in the
evening, weekends and summers, and had a plethora of services,
including health, education, social services, dentistry, and so on,
and it was really a wonderful experience at that time. Later, I had
the opportunityand I will mention the Mott Foundation in just
a few moments furtherI had the pleasure of being a Mott Fellow
at Michigan State University where my Ph.D. was not only in edu-
cational administration but had a focus on community education.
So I come before as a person who not only is committed to this pro-
gram, but I would like to go so far as to say very definitely viscer-
ally committed to the concept of extending the school day, the
school week, the school year.

I also want to introduce my colleague, Ricky Takai. Ricky is the
acting assistant secretary of the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement. The program at the moment resides on that side of
our organization, and Ricky is here to answer some questions as
well.

Again, you stated very well in your opening remarks the need,
you gave the background and some of the statistics. We are con-
cerned very much that only approximately 1.7 million children in
kindergarten through grade 8 are enrolled in formal after-school
programs, and in particular we are concerned than less than 4 per-
cent of our total student body in public education is enrolled in
after-school programs within the public schools. And of course,
there is the issue in this country of latchkey children, children
growing up alone, and as you said so well, the after-school hours
between roughly 2 and 6, the FBI statistics clearly point out, are
the time when we have the most problems in our country with vio-
lence, vandalism and so on.

Alsoand some people do not know thisbut it has been re-
ported by phone companies that the busiest time of day for them
is roughly between 3 and 3:30 in the afternoon, when parents are
calling home to see if Johnny and Mary are safe. So I think the
potential to extend this program is just so absolutely on target and
is something we truly applaud.

I need to step back and say that if we are going to accept the
fact that schooling only takes place between the hours of approxi-
mately 8:30 and 2:30, we have made a tragic mistake as a Nation.
The potential to extend the day, the week and the year makes con-
summate sense.

I also think it makes real sense to strongly consider the program
having a major focus within the public schools. And of course, in
our proposal, we ask that 10 percent of the money be set aside for
community-based organizations. We want to work very closely and
cooperatively with community-based organizations. We have a long
history of doing that. But in particular, if we are going to see the
program as really an extension of schooling, especially the edu-
cational arm of the program, I think we have got to look for that
inextricable link between the schoolhouse and the after school, and
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wherever we do not have the facilities, then, of course, we do haveto look to the community for other kinds of resources.
Also, I want to point out in terms of wanting to be efficient and

effective, cost-efficient in particular, if you consider the reality thatin this country, the greatest investment that taxpayers have at thelocal level is really in facilities, the capital investment in schools.It is a multibillion-dollar investment. If you look around at howcorporations operate, they would never close their main facilitiesdown at 2:30 every day, and we do that.
So to use the schools makes real sense to me, and to look at thefacilities they have makes real sense. To attempt to start other pro-grams that duplicate the facilities makes little sense. And also, totry to have the program inextricably linked to what is taking placein the schools makes sense.
We are also concerned that historically, many of the programsafter school have not necessarily been quality programs. They have

really been programs of supervised care, if you will. We very muchwant to see these programs build on educational initiatives. We
want to link it to reading, to math, to technology, to science, to col-lege preparation.

Just quickly, Senator Kennedy has offered a number of pro-gramsthe High Hopes Program, where mentors can come in andwork after school with students; America Reads has tremendous
potential to use the schoolhouse with tutors and reading teachers,
and I could go on with a plethora of other types of programs.We are also very pleased that the Charles Stewart Mott Founda-tion has made a significant commitment of approximately $55 mil-lion over the next several years to provide national technical assist-
ance to States and local school districts in trying to implementquality programs across this country. And the Mott Foundation, of
course, has been involved in community education since probablythe 1930's, so they have a longstanding commitment to this issue.I also want very much to note that when we look at the request
for $200 million for next year, we are very optimistic that that will,
of course, dramatically expand the number of centers we would beoperating, and we could accommodate approximately 500,000 chil-dren per year, with centers providing matching funds.

I also want to note that the commitment we are trying to makein matching funds I think is very important. Based on my own ex-
perience in community education, it seems when the Federal dol-
lars disappear, often these programs disappear. So we are suggest-ing that this grant be expanded to a 5-year grant, with our costsreally going up for 3 years and then coming down, really giving dis-
tricts 5 years to figure out how they are going to phase it in, be-cause my concern is that if we do not consider that type of reality,then over time, the program may very well disappear.

So in closing my brief remarks, I would like to say that I thinkwithout question, this is something that we should do as a Nation.I think we have to utilize our school facilities to the maximum. Ithink we have to provide students and their parents with high-quality programs that to the extent possible should be linked to thetraditional school day so we do not have disparate activities taking
place in our schools. I think the potential exists for programs thatoften right now do not fit into a school curriculum, for myriad rea-

I 0
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sons, like art and music and science and technology, to be incor-
porated.

Based on all the polls we are seeing, parents fully support the
use of public schools for these reasons. The elementary principals'
association several years ago did a survey of principals, and almost
90 percent support this kind of program. Teachers are on board as
saying this program is very important. But first and foremost, par-
ents have really sent a loud and clear message that schools really
should be a safe haven for children in these after-school hours.

So the initiative is timely, the initiative is appropriate. Going to
$200 million, we think is on target over 5 years, reaching approxi-
mately $1 billion, and really would move us in the direction of
maximizing the use of our schools and meeting the diverse needs
of our students and our communities.

I am going to stop there, because I really want to give you time
for questions. I hope you get a sense that Secretary Riley and we
at the Department are totally committed to this effort. And apin,
Senator Jeffords, we want to commend you for your leadership in
getting this started.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tirozzi follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GERALD TIROZZI

Good morning, Senator Jeffords, and members of the committee. It is a pleasure
to be invited to speak with you today on a subject that is dear to the heart of those
of us who have served our nation's public schools, as I have over the last 38 years.
Children ad youth need a safe ad enriching environment to learn and grow in their
after-school hours. But they can thrive in community learning centers where learn-
ing, enrichment, and recreational activities complement, link with, and build on
their regular school day.

It seems like such a simple concept, but for any of us wha are or hope to be par-
ents, we know this is a issue of extreme urgency. There are not enough after-school
and summer programs to serve our school-age kids. Bringing quality programs to
every community is a very high priority for American families.

My boss, Education Secretary Riley, understands this. He believes that quality
after-school programs are a essential component of a strong schoola strong com-
munity. The school-community partnerships that are included in any after school
program are good for building better schools and better neighborhoods . . . and that
builds a better America.

That is why President Clinton has proposed a historic and comprehensive $21 bil-
lion child-care initiative. One part of this proposal includes a dramatic expansion
of the 21st Century Community Learning Centers Program to provide funds to
school-community partnerships to start up or expand after-school, extended learning
programs for school-age children.

The program will increase the supply of high-quality extended-learning program-
ming in a cost-effective manner, primarily by funding programs that use public
schools and their existing infrastructure and by building partnerships with commu-
nity-based and youth organizations. Community-based organizations can bring to an
after-school program their youth development experience. Community coalitions will
have the flexibility to decicle, with the school, what their extended learning prior-
ities arebefore-school programming, after-school learning opportunities, weekend
activities, or summer enrichment programs.

Our communities are hungry for these types of after-school partnerships. With
generous support from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, which has pledged up
to $55 million to provide technical assistance for the multi-year expansion of 21st
Century Community Learning Centers, 11 regional technical assistance workshops
were held earlier this month across our country to provide information to potential
applicants about how to run a high quality program and compete for grants. Attend-
ance at these workshops was overwhelming.

From Seattle and Los Angeles, to St. Louis and Dallas, to Boston and Atlanta,
more than 5,000 community representatives from families, schools, community and
civic organizations, local governments, foundations, religious faiths, and businesses
came together to find out what quality, extended learning programming is, how to
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collaborate, and what are some models of best practice. In three short months, inaddition to the 16,000 application packages we sent out to every school district inthe country, we have fulfilled 15,000 additional requests for applications. Many,
many more have been down-loaded off the Internet.

%Thy is there such a outpouring of interest? While there has been a growth in theavailability of after-school care programs for children over the last 20 years, rel-atively few organized, extended learning opportunities exist when compared to need.Let me share with you what we know about who participates in after-school pro-grams and the overwhelming need to keep our young people productively involvedin the after-school hours.
In 1991, there were 35.9 million children between the ages of 5 and 14 living inthe United States. Approximately 24 million of these school-age children neededchild care because of working parents or parents seeking employment. However,

only about 1.7 million children from kindergarten through grade 8 were enrolled in49,500 formal before- and after-school programs.
Extended learning programs in schools are even more scarce, especially for older

children and youth.
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), in 1993-94,only 974,348 children in public elementary schools (just 3.4 percent of students inpublic elementary schools) were enrolled in 18,111 before- or after-school programsat public schools.

60 Seventy percent of all public elementary and combined schools did not offerbefore- or after-school programs.
Experts estimate that about 5 million school-age children spend time withoutadult supervision, as "latch-key" children, during a typical week. Because of self-re-

porting, however, it is difficult to get a firm figure.
The Administration's proposed expansion of the 21st Centuzy Community Learn-ing Centers program will bring much-needed attention to the provision of supple-mentaiy learning activities in interesting and engaging ways, with activities ad-dressing the needs of young adolescents and the problems of drug use, gang involve-ment, and violence.
According to the America Academy of Pediatrics, recent studies show that adoles-cents who are unsupervised after school are more likely to use alcohol and otherdrugs. Studies by the FBI and youth-advocacy groups have found that the peakhours for juvenile crime and victimization are from 3 pm. to 8 pm.hours whenyouth are most often without supervision.
Community learning centers can provide a safe haven for youth, supervised activi-ties, and services focusing on learrnng enhancement as well as on preventing crime,violence, and substance abuse.
By locating 21st Century Community Learning Centers within schools we can en-sure that students receive educational services directly linked to their classroomneeds. Centers can enlace educational opportunities in numerous ways that addresswhat mainstream America wants in better schools.
Centers can offer tutoring to help students master basic skills. Centers can pro-vide middle school students with more opportunities to do hands-on math andscience, as well as homework help in these key subjects which are gateway coursesto collegeand good careers.
After-school is a excellent time to help middle school kids see the possibilities ofgoing to college. Centers can provide mentoring by caring adults awl college stu-dents to encourage students to set higher academic and career goals. College visits,

mentoring, and learning about preparing for college, academically and financially,must start in middle schools if all students, especially low-income and disadvan-taged students, have a realistic chance to go to collegebecause college is whatgives all kids a shot at the America Dream.
Centers can provide opportunities for children to learn to use technology. Centers

can also make core subjects more relevant and exciting by linking up with local mu-seums, libraries, youth groups, businesses, universities, art centers, and other edu-cational or career-relatesi activities. Many low-income children don't have access tocomputers at home. Keeping schools open can help them gain access to this essen-tial learning resource.
Centers can provide enrichment opportunities in art, drama, and music which un-fortunately are often the last courses funded during the regular school day. Centerscan serve as a base for community service and service-learnini; opportunities. Infact, many before- and after-school programs operate with the help of AmeriCorps

volunteers who mentor, tutor, and work with children.
Survey data clearly indicate the demand for after-school programs. A 1997 surveyof both elementazy and middle school parents shows that 90 percent of parents wantafter-school programs.
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This same survey asked parents what kind of activities they would like their chil-
dren to be involved in and found that:

95 percent of parents felt their child would benefit from a program that in-
cluded technology classes.

91 percent of parents felt their child would benefit from arts, music, and cul-
tural activities.

Among parents of middle school students, 90 percent favored after-school com-
munity service or volunteer opportunities for their children.

By and large, the public favors keeping school buildings open for use by school
children with adult supervision: 87 percent favored keeping schools open after
school; 67 percent favored keeping schools open on weekends; and 72 percent fa-
vored keeping schools open during vacations.

Principals have long seen a need for extended learning programs; in a 1989 sur-
vey, 84 percent of school principals agreed that there is a need, for before- and after-
school programs. In 1993, the National Association of Elementary Principals printed
a book for their membership on quality standards for after-school programs.

Last summer, the Secretary of Education ad the First Lady released a guidebook
under the auspices of the Partnership for Family Involvement in Education on im-
plementing school-based after-school programs. The Partnership, a 4,000 member
coalition comprised of organizations representing families, schools, communities, re-
ligious institutions, and employers, was founded by Secretary Riley in 1994. The
Partnership seeks to provide parents and local communities with the information
they need to improve schools and help children learn more.

Keeping Schools Open as Community Learning Centers: Extending Learning in a
Safe, Drug-free Environment Before and After School is a step-by-step guidebook for
families and community members to work with the local schools to implement a safe
extended-learning program. The guidebook has been a "best seller" for the Depart-
ment. So much so, that we included this useful information in the 21st Century
Community Learning Center application package.

With all of this strong parental and public support for after-school programs, you
might be asking what the effects of after-school programs are on learning. Research
shows that students in quality after-school programs demonstrate higher academic
achievement and have better attitudes toward school than children left alone or
under the care of siblings.

Participation in extended learning programs can be particularly beneficial to dis-
advantaged or low-achieving students. Children from low-income families often lack
the resources that more affluent families can spend on improving the quality of
their children's education, both in and out of school. Parents who are moving off
welfare and into the workforce are a major source of the demand for high-quality
academic programs after school.

For all these reasons and more, the Administration is requesting, in its Fiscal
Year 1999 budget before Congress, $200 million for Community Learning Centers,
and a total of $1 billion over 5 years, which will fund competitive grants to approxi-
mately 4,000 centers, including continuation grants to the centers funded in 1998.

If Congress supports expanding the program from its current $40 million in 1998
to $200 million in 1999, it will provide extended-hour school services for approxi-
mately 500,000 children per year, with a local 1 to 1 match.

Vice President Gore was absolutely on the mark when he said at a recent press
conference on the proposed 21St Century Community Learning Centers expansion,

"This period of time between the school bell and the factory whistle is a most vul-
nerable time for children. These are the hours when children are more likely to en-
gage in at-risk behavior and are more vulnerable to the dangers that still exist in
too many neighborhoods and communities."

So what will it take to make families feel secure in the knowledge that their chil-
dren are not only safe, but filled with the wonder and excitement of learning? As
Secretary Riley said last week in his State of American Education speech in Seattle,
"This is an extraordinary and demanding time for our nation's schools and I ask
all Americans to pitch in."

By providing safe and enriching high-quality after-school programs, like those
available through the 21st Century Community Learning Centers program, we can
all "pitch in" for our kids.

Let me again thank you for holding these hearings on the importance of high-
quality before- and after-school programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you. First, I am going to pick on you
a little bit.

Mr. TIROZZI. Thank you, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. The law that you chose to utilize for the grantprogram is one which I introduced in the 94th Congress, and wassigned into law. But it had a broader focus and a different focusin a sense, which was to use the schools as community centers andto bring in resources and to help adults, parents, and others towork together.
I am a little concerned to see the way that you have implementedthe grants. First of all, it is a little curious that you recommendedzero funding and then, all of a sudden you requested $50 million,and now it is $200 million, which should make me excited. Butthen I read the grant programs, and they do not follow the legisla-

tion. They do a worthy thing, but it is not consistent with the in-tent of the legislation. I am concerned that already, with the rulesthat went out in December, 1987, it shifted entirely the emphasisto one specific activity. Without our knowledge or even letting usknow that you intended to make it a single rifle shot you changedthe program by cleverly saying you can ask for anything that thebill does, but we will only give you a grant if you use it for afterschool care.
That is the kind of use of regulations that I think irritates Con-gress when, even though the goal is very worthy, we find that alaw that was intended to do many things is narrowed down to onefocus.
I was so pleased to see the increased appropriation request lastyear where previously you had not requested any funding. I waseven more happy to see the big number this year; but then I findthat it is designed to do something which was part of the bill butonly one of 13 uses for the grant funds. Anybody who tries to re-ceive a grant similar to what was intended under the legislationreally does not have a chance to get a grant under this years rules.I would like your comments on that.
Mr. Tmozzr. I just want to be clear. Your concern is that we arefocusing the bill more on children than the broad community?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, your grant request says you can do any-thing the statute tells you to; however, the only thing we are goingto grant money for is after school care, basically. So all the otheractivities which were authorized under the statute do not have achance to get any money. Now, after-school care is such a laudable

cause, which we all applaud. However, it is a little irritating to the
person who purposely crafted the law to have a broader range ofactivities to find out, by fiat of the administration, you are sayingyes, you can ask for it, but we are only going to give it to you forthis one program. How did you come to that conclusion?

Mr. TIROZZI. I think the keyand again, I was not privy to someearlier conversations that people might have had with your staffI think that what this attempts to do is to build on that legislationand try to really emphasize the fact that the after-school hours inparticular can enhance the life of a community, its citizens and itschildren.
We put a focus on children because, in fairness, in your com-ments, in my comments and what the evaluations are telling us,there is a tremendous need to serve the needs of youngsters afterschool.
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I do not think we are in any way trying to move aside a commu-
nity. My own experience in the community school program is that
when you really emphasize and work with children, you have a
much greater potential to involve their parents and to involve the
community. It becomes almost a captive audience kind of situation.

There are so many diverse and important ways we can involve
the community and involve parents by working directly with chil-
dren. I just think that emphasizing the after-school hours made
consummate sense as we had this discussion, as we talk with the
Justice Department, and we hear some of these startling statistics
on after-school crime, if you look at the situation of latchkey chil-
dren in this country, if you look at the lack of quality child care
and day care in this country.

I always like to go back to the premise that schools should be
seen as a real safe haven within the community, and I think for
all of those reasons, that is how the decision was made.

Ricky, do you have any further knowledge of that?
Mr. TAKAI. Well, it is true that there is sort of an absolute prior-

ity for this competition for expanding learning opportunities for
children. But in addition to that, applicants are required to include
at least 4 of the 13 statutory activities that are listed in the bill.
So that in addition to providing expanded learning opportunities,
they can pick any 4 of those 13 that are listed in the statute.

So it is beyond simply the notion of expanded learning opportuni-
ties.

The CHAIRMAN. I will be curious to see what you actually award
under these grants. Have there been grants awarded?

Mr. TAKAI. There have only been seven grants that were award-
ed, I believe in 1995. The 1996 money was simply used for the con-
tinuation of those grants. And those grants do include a wide range
of activities, including day care, employment and training kinds of
activities that are listed in the statute. So it does go way beyondsimply providing

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I would like to see copies of those grants
that were awarded.

Mr. TAKAI. OK
The CHMRMAN. I do not want to get off the focus here today, but

I want to send a strong message that I am irritated by the kind
of fiat that the administration took with the 21st Century Commu-
nity Learning Centers legislation. The Department is saying that
this is wonderful. Community schools will stay open at after-school
and try to get the children and adults working together with par-
ents, and all those nice activities that help a community. You all
know that getting parents involved is probably one of the most im-
portant things we can do. It is very difficult to do by limiting this
legislation to after-school care rather than the broad ranges of serv-
ices contained in the legislation. So I am irritated. Since it is for
a good cause, I will back off now, but I hope you understand my
concerns.

Mr. TIROZZI. Yes, I can, sir, but just for your edification, we have
been working cooperatively with the National Community School
Education Association, and they are fully supportive of the concept
of what we are trying to do. And just a footnote, I had the pleasure
of being a charter member of that group in the 1960's, and right
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now, it is the major vehicle in this country promoting broad, qual-ity, community education, and in our discussions with them, wehave talked about the broad range of activities, including adultsand community and so on.
The CHAIRMAN. I believe the area that we should emphasize withthe 21st Century Community Learning Centers should be activities

designed to make maximum use of our school facilities. I would like
to skip around a bit and discuss things we can do to eliminate so-cial promotion. Earlier this week the President, in his discussionwith Governors, announced that Secretary Riley would be issuingguidelines on social promotion. Could you share with us more de-tails on this and also any thoughts as to how the 21st Century
Community Learning Centers program could be part of the solutionto this issue?

Mr. Tmozzi. Well, both the President and the Secretary on anumber of occasions have spoken out on the issue of social pro-motion, being very concerned that in America we have a significantnumber of youngsters, especially in our poorer districts, who seemto move from grade to grade without necessarily demonstrating thenecessary skills to move forward.
Now, I do want to sayand this is how I am attempting to an-

swer your questionthat one of the real problems in this countrywith what we call retention is that when you retain a student inthe same type of program that he or she failed, you are not doingmuch of a service. You really have got to try to dramatically alterthe program or provide other intervention strategies to help thestudent.
Where I think this program, expanding the 21st century model,

the community school, can make a differenceI think that the ex-tended day can provide for tutoring assistance for youngsters, itcan build on what America Reads is talking about, it can allow
more and diverse use of technology. The potential is there in thesummer to run quality summer school programs for youngsterswho are in danger of retention. Chicago, for example, has done avery good job with their quote-unquote social promotion programby requiring students to attend summer schools. One of the prob-lems for schools is that unless they have the resources, they cannot
necessarily keep the schools open in the summer. I think a grant
like this could help in a number of ways.

I also think it could serve a real purpose in terms of helping par-ents with literacy. We have a significant number of parents in this
country who themselves do not have good reading or math skills,and through a quality community school program, tying it in withadult literacy, we can help parents become better readers and inturn, hopefully, that will help their children in the home.

I personally think that one of the main reasons this program hasbeen moved forward so rapidly and with an emphasis on childrenis trying to tie it very closely to the President's concern and theSecretary's concern with the issue of social promotion in America,using this as one vehicle to try to help.
The CHAIRMAN. Again to get back to the law, the 1994 law statesthat rural or inner-city public elementary, middle or secondaryschools or consortia schools are eligible for funding. In the grant

applications, I notice that LEA, the local education agency, has

16
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been added; that is not in the statute. The intent of this legislation
was to have very little bureaucracy and to get the Federal dollars
directly to the schools. Why was the LEA added?

Mr. Tmozzi. One of the reasons is that with the grant hopefully
increasing fairly dramatically and over time, going to $1 billion,
there is going to be some essential coordination of these programs.
And by allowing the LEAs to run the programs would just make
consummate sense, because it is very difficult to operate the pro-
gram with grants going to all these individual schools as opposed
to going to an LEA, which ideally ties it to their total school reform
package, so we do not have isolates out there running community
school programs. There is no cohesiveness in that.

So we just thought that as the program was expanding, if it does
expand, I think dramatically, to a billion-dollar program, you really
have to deal with the structure that does exist, and it is very, very
difficult to operate it with individual schools at that level.

The CHMRMAN. Well, again, that kind of takes the focus away
from what the statute was intended to do. I will be talking with
the Secretary to see if we can reach some agreement to fund at
least some of what was intended in the legislation. Your proposal
leaves out that very important aspect of getting communities to
work together to use the school facilities to meet a broad range of
community needs. To use those schools, not just an LEA, because
I think it is incredibly important that we do more to provide the
community-school linkages. As the First Lady has said, it takes a
village to raise a child, but we are trying to get that school to be-
come an integral part of the whole village.

I have several other questions which I will be submitting to you
in writing.

Senator Gregg.
Senator GREGG. As I understand it, the purpose of this new ini-

tiative, which will be $800 million, as you just said, is to get kids
more up-to-speed, kids who are doing poorly in school, kids who
need an after-school program, and kids who are looking for some-
thing else to do after school besides just hang around. So you are
planning that this is not going to be just a holding tank, but this
is going to be an educational exercise for them; is that correct?

Mr. TIROZZI. Yes, sir.
Senator GREGG. So you expect to teach them things like mathand science
Mr. Tmozzi. Science, English, reading, enrichment, talented and

gifted programs.
Senator GREGG. Why not just extend the school day?
Mr. TIROZZI. That is really a local decision in terms of whether

they want to extend the local school day. That involves locally-ne-
gotiated contracts with school districts and their employees.

Senator GREGG. Well, isn't this also a local decision whether or
not they want to use the schools as community schools? I mean,
they are both local decisions.

Mr. TIROZZI. Yes, it is a local decision, but having been a super-
intendent and having worked with a local school board and with
contracts, it is one thing to say we are going to operate an after-
school program that will extend the day, as opposed to simply ex-
tending the day with your regular faculty. It is much easier to do

P,
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it this way than to go through a negotiated process which, really,
at the Federal level, we could not have any involvement with.

Senator GREGG. So you are saying the reason we will not extend
the day is because the labor unions would oppose it.

Mr. TIROZZI. Well, it is not only that. Candidly, the figrure wewould have to talk to you about would be substantially higher than
a billion dollars if you wanted to extend the day, because when you
extends the day, you are going to have to extend a number of things.
In pktrticular, you are going to have to extend the salaries of the
People who woik there, and 85 to 90 percent--

Senator GREGG. No, no, no, no, no.
Mr. Tmozzi. No? Well
Senator GREGG. You have a program here that is $800 million.

You are going to affect maybe 30 school districts, 100 school dis-trictsI clo not knowyou are not going to impact a significant
percentage of the school districts in this country with this program.

If you are talking about having an impact, you are talking about
this program being a multiple-billion-dollar program, which will
have to hire people who will have to have contractsthe same
problems you would have if you had to deal with extending the
school day.

My point is I think the reason extending the school day is not
being considered here is because this Department is essentially a
captive of the labor unions, and it would not want to affront the
labor unions. That is why you are not proposing extending the
school day.

Now, that is a comment. You do not have to respond to it, andI do not expect you to respond to it, and I do not want you to re-
spond to it, becauSe I know what your response will be, which isno. But I am telling you

Mr. TIROZZI. No.
Senator GREGG [CONTINUING). But I am telling you the truth, and

you do not have to accept it, whether you like it or not.
The second issue I have is that you propose as an administration

a variety of initiatives here which cost a significant amount of
money, all of them well-intentioned, I am sure. Have you ever
heard of special education?

Mr. TIROZZI. Of course, yes.
Senator GREGG. Do you know what the Federal law says relative

to the funding of special education, what the percentage of Federal
contribution should be?

Mr. TIROZZI. Yes.
Senator GREGG. It is 40 percent; correct?
Mr. TIROZZI. Yes.
Senator GREGG. What percent is the Federal Government pres-

ently spending on special education?
Mr. TIROZZI. Approximately 8 or 9 percentapproximately.
Senator GREGG. So why didn't the administration come forward

and say we should do what we are committed to do under special
education for the special needs children, rather than come forward
with a variety of new initiatives which are independent of that?

Mr. TIROZZI. Again, I think one of the problems we have in all
of our budget requests is that people tend to compartmentalize ev-erything and isolate programs. If you step backand by the way,
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I am a strong supporter of quality and appropriate special edu-
cation programsbut in the last 2 years, the Federal Government
has increased its commitment by about 65 percent in appropria-tions

Senator GREGG. No, no. Congress has done that.
Mr. Tmozzi. I am sorrythe Congress. Thank you.
Senator GREGG. The administration in the last 2 years has sent

up budget bills which have not increased special education funding
at all.

Mr. Tmozzi. There has been a commitment of approximately a
65 percent increase over the last 2 years, and I think if you look
at a number of the other proposals that are on the table, they in
a variety of ways serve and can help special education youngsters.

For example, if we made a commitment in this country to lower
class size in the primary grades to 18 in a classroom, having been
a principal and a superintendent, I can tell you that that would
make a significant difference in terms of teachers working with in-
dividual children and their problems, and over time, you would
probably see fewer referrals to special education. If you look at
America Reads, which provides additional service to youngsters,
that can assist special education youngsters. This type of program
can assist special education youngsters. I could go through all of
the initiatives. They all, in a variety of ways, would impact on spe-
cial education youngsters. And I do not think the answer is only
to put money into special education, but in and of itself, I think
that over time, what we have to face is the fact that there is still
a significant number of kids referred to special education who prob-
ably have significant problems in reading and writing, and because
they lack those skills, they act out in different ways, and many are
misdiagnosed.

I think that if we look realistically at the total budget request
and try to put all the parts together, that makes more sense to me
than just saying let us increase special education or let us increase
regular education. It is one of the reasons why, in Title I, we went
to a program called "schoolwides," where we could put all of our
Federal money on the table, including special education, to look at
the total school population.

So the only way I could answer the question, Senator, is to say
that we think we are looking at this in a very comprehensive way
and not in an isolated way, and that has been the policy direction.

Senator GREGG. Well, let me tell you the way I think you are
looking at it. The Federal Government made a commitment to local
school districts that it would do 40 percent of the cost of special
education. From my experienceI cannot speak for anybody else in
this townbut from my experience, the single biggest problem
which the local school districts havein funding smaller class size,
better computer structures within their school systems, more arts,
more humanities, more foreign language, more interest in sports if
that is the desire of the schoolthe single biggest impediment to
their capacity to fund those things which they may decide to do at
the local level is the fact that their resources are being allocated
by the Federal Government as a result of the special education law
not being fully funded.
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In other words, when the Federal Government does not pay its
40 percent and only pays 10 percent, the school districts have to
pick up the 30 percent, and special ed is the single biggest cost in
almost every school district of the Federal mandate. In fact, in the
school districts in my State, special education costs are running
around 20 percent.

So the Federal Government's failure to come in and do its job has
reduced the flexibility of the local school districts to make decisions
on allocations of resources which they might otherwise want tomake.

So what you are essentially saying is that we are going to
underfund special education here at the Federal level so that wehere at the Federal level can decide for you at the local level
whether or not you should have 18 kids in your class, whether or
not you should have a special reading program if we decided to do
it categorically from the Federal level, whether or not you will have
some other sort of federally-mandated program for the special com-
munity in the local school district, which we will pay for from the
Federal level. How are we going to pay for it? How are we going
to pay for this new, directed program from the Federal Govern-
ment, a couple of which you have listed right here? We are going
to take the money which we were supposed to send you in special
ed and use that money.

If the Federal Government paid the special ed bill as it is sup-posed to pay it, if this administration would stand up and do the
job for special needs kids which it said it was going to do, pay the
40 percent, then the local school districts would have the flexibility
to go out and do the other programs that they may want to do. And
I suggest to you that they can make a lot better decision on how
they spend their local dollars than you can make by telling them
how to spend it from the Federal level.

Mr. Tmozzi. I guess the only way I would attempt to answerthat, Senator, is that once the money is specifically earmarked for
special education, it can only be spent for special education. And
my sense, having been in schools for years, is that it makes con-
summate sense to try to be more proactive and preventive rather
than reactive at this end.

I guess what I am trying to say to you, Senator, is that unless
we figure out ways to work with young children, especially the
first, second and third graders in particular, and really work ontheir basic skills in reading and math, and we are going to have
more and more youngsters referred, probably, into special edu-
cation. That is a huge concern that I have, especially in programs
like learning disabled youngsters.

Secretary Riley is totally committed to special education and try-
ing to work it through.

Senator GREGG. Well, then, where is the 40 percent funding?
Mr. TIROZZI. I think part of the answer resides in many of the

proposals that are on the table right now.
Senator GREGG. No, no, no.
Mr. TIROZZI. I believe that, sir.
Senator GREGG. Just a second. What you are sending up here are

categorical grants which schools will have to comply with in order

20
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to get money to do special things that you have decided at the Fed-
eral level should be done at the local school level.

At the same time, you are saying to the local schools: We are not
going to fund the program that we are requiring you to pay for,
which is taking away from you the flexibility to make the decisions
at the local level that might have funded the programs that you are
now telling them they have to pursue under a Federal program.
And it is not an issue, as you stated it in your opening statement,
of the fact that the special needs child gets the funds from the spe-
cial education, and therefore it is categorical to only them. If the
Federal Government were paying the 40 percent, that would free
up the 30 percent of the money that is now being spent at the local
level to pay the Federal share of the special education dollars, and
those would be dollars that would be available at the local level.

We have just passed a law, the IDEA reauthorization bill, which
said that when we hit $4 billion, local school districts would have
the ability to spend the special ed dollars that were coming back
in the way they deemed appropriate.

Mr. TIROZZI. Yes.
Senator GREGG. So the flexibility would be there. The basic prob-

lem in the local school districts today is the inability to pay for spe-
cial education and the fact that the Federal Government has failed
to pay the cost of that. And your Department's insistence that it
is not going to pay the 40 percent, that you are only going to pay
the 10 percent after the law said you would pay the 40 percent, is
really sticking it to the special needs kids. More importantly, it
sticks it to their parents, who end up in terrible fights in these
school district meetings because the parents of the other children
and the local taxpayers look to them and blame the education of
their children as the reason why their kids are not getting an ade-
quate education.

The failure of your Department to come through with the 40 per-
cent has put the special needs child and the special needs parent
in an intolerable position in these school areas. I know. I happened
to be head of a special needs center before I got this job.

So I do think that it is really arrogant of the Department of Edu-
cation to come here today and the President to come to the Con-
gress and say we want $13 billion in new education programs when
you are not wiling to fund the needs of the special education chil-
dren in this country which the law says you are supposed to fund.

Mr. TIROZZI. Senator, if I may build on your own words with "ar-
rogance" and what-have-you, I think if there has ever been arro-
gance, it has existed since the day the law was passed. I mean,
there have been other administrations and other Congresses where
the same types of decisions have been made. I was a superintend-
ent when special ed was, quote-unquote, never fully funded.

So I do think that with a 65 percent increase in the last 2 years,
there has been a tremendous movement forward in this adminis-
tration. And I do want to say that the programs that we are rec-
ommending I do not personally interpret the way you do. I think
they have tremendous flexibility. If you have after-school programs,
no one is telling you what to do. You can go to enrichment, you can
work with students who are failing, you can provide reading, you
can provide math, you can work with special education students.
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Reducing class size to 18, the districts pick their own teachers,
they have their own curricula, they select their own textbooks.

These are just broad policy directions that we think can make a
difference. I have been in education for 30 years, and I stand before
you and say I think they can make a difference. I think they will
help special education children. And I am not an arrogant person.

Senator GREGG. The Department is.
The CHAIRIVIAN. Senator Wellstone.
Senator WELLSTONE. Well, I am trying to figure out how to make

the transitionwelcome, Dr. Tirozzi. [Laughter.]
I was thinking about what Senator Gregg said, and I have heard

him say it before, and I do not know that I would agree with all
that he said, but I do think that he has spoken with quite a bit
of conviction, Mr. Chairman, as well as a lot of hands-on experience
as Governor with this.

I think, Senator Gregg, that some of these parents do get put in
terrible positions and do get scapegoated. I just do not see it as a
zero sum game. I would like to see us live up to our commitment
in this area, and I would also like to see us deal with some other
really important challenges, and this is one of them, and I guess
that is the transition I would make.

Dr. Tirozzi, I appreciate your leadership and I appreciate what
you are trying to do. Do you have any idea of what percentage of
the CCDBG funds right now go to after-school care?

Mr. Tmozzi. About one-third of the money; they serve about
300,000 students, Senator.

Senator WELLSTONE. Let me just keep going with this, and I will
tell you there are no trick questions; in part, I am trying to find
out from my own mind the best way tothere are two issues to
me. One is the amount of investment. In some ways, I think the
irony, given what Senator Gregg said, is that albeit you have to
start somewhere, I think that alongside need, we are going to be
providing just a fraction of the funding that is really needed.

What has been the track record of the money that has been de-
livered through this infrastructure of the CCDBG in the after-
school programs?

Mr. TIROZZI. Susan Wilhelm is a member of our staff and works
very closely with this program, so she can respond to that.

Senator WELLSTONE. Fine. What I am trying to get at, of
coursein my own mind, I have been working on a child care bill,
and I am absolutely convinced this needs to be done, including the
after-school careI keep thinking it is great to have new initia-
tives, and I know we started last year, but I keep thinking that
this is an infrastructure that has worked really well. Why don't we
just essentially invest in the funding through this?

I am under the impression that at about a third of the funding,
we have gotten a lot of success out there. Am I wrong or right?

Ms. Wilhelm. The money that currently goes out through the
CCDBG goes to States. The States make the decisions about how
they are going to run their programs. The money is generally used
for two purposes. It either goes directly to parents, where they go
out and purchase care, or sometimes, States contract with provid-
ers for so many slots.
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The difference between that money and this money is that this
money addresses the supply side by using facilities to create cen-
ters so that parents have more places to choose from in terms of
access to programs.

Also, the administration's proposal to increase funding for the
21st Century Community Schools Program would provide the facili-
ties for the after-school programs. As I understand it, the CCDBG
money does not actually pay for the facilities and the infrastructure
for those kinds of activities to take place.

Mr. Tmozzi. To State it another way, just making the schools
available as a wonderful resourcethe facilitiescan enhance the
very program you are talking about.

Dr. Ed Zig ler at Yale University speaks very eloquently about a
school of the 21st century with a different paradigm, in a sense.
The school is open from 6 in the morning until 6 at night, provid-
ing child care, wrap-around day care. Independence, MO, for exam-
ple, operates all of its schools that way.

I think that what Susan is saying and what we are saying is that
getting the schools committed to being open enhances the potential
for all types of providers to use school facilities in very different
ways other than finding facilities, finding sites, which in and of it-
self drains dollars from those programs. So we see a nexus here.

Senator WELLSTONE. You are focusing on the schools.
Mr. TIROZZI. We are focusing on the schools delivering the serv-

ices.
Senator WELLSTONE. But we couldyou know, if you have great

staff, they will hand you a note with the next question written on
it, which would have been my question anyway, I promise youyou
all do great work, but I had to say that; my dignity is at issue
hereI am trying: to figure it out. Here, we have a program which
I think has already built up a track record. I think, Mr. Chairman,
there is a consensus that this has worked really well. You could
add school facilities as an allowable use under the CCDBG,
couldn't you? This is mandatory money. Why wouldn't we do it that
way?

Mr. TIROZZI. Well, I think one of the goals in looking at a broader
concept of the community schooland first, I want to step back,
Senator. I agree with you on the need, and to repeat my answer,
I think the schools can help to serve that need by making the
schools available to serve those kids

Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, I am with you on that.
Mr. Tmozzi. But I am saying in addition, there are other needs

which the school can serve other than just being open for those
purposesproviding enrichment programs, working with students
who are failing in school, providing more technology experiences,
even getting into adult literacy, working with community-based or-
ganizations, developing social-related programs. We just think
there is an even broader need than just that need.

Also, all of the surveys we have seen from parents tell us they
really, really like the idea of using the schools, even for child care.

Senator WELLSTONE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I will ask a different
question. I think some of the best work that I have been able to
do as a Senator, or at least what I have learned the most from,
aside from work in Minnesota, has been some travel around the

2 3
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country, mainly in low-income communities. And I certainly have
found that those schools, like Canton School in Baltimore, which is
a middle school, that work really well, are schools which are bea-
cons in the community because they are places that never give up
on the kids, parents are welcome, teachers are free to teach, and
where, each day, when a child walks in the door, that child knows
that he or she is loved, and so on.

So I am all for doing this. I just want to say one more time before
I run out of time that I still think it might make sense, given the
success of what we have been able to do through the CCDBG pro-
gram, to look at that a little more carefully as to how we accom-
plish these goals. But it is not a major difference of opinion.

I keep coming back to the welfare bill, and every time I get a
chance to, I will, and as soon as there is a vehicle on the floor of
the Senate where I can bring some amendments up, I am going to.
One thing I have found with the welfare bill is that now that many
more single parents, who are almost always women, are now being
required to work, we have yet even more first and second graders
coming home alone, sometimes in some very dangerous neighbor-
hoods.

I was in East Los Angelesand I will end on thiswhere I
talked to a mother who really wanted to tell me over and over
again that she wanted to work. She felt that burden of proof to let
me know that, "I am not lazy; I want to work." And she is working.
She is not making much above minimum wage, which is another
issue, because I think that if we look at the data in this country,
almost all the jobs that these women are getting pay barely above
minimum wage, and when they lose their health care, they may be
worse off, and their children may be worse off. But she then broke
down and cried, and I said, "I do not understand. You are working,
and you seem to feel good about that." And she said that she is ter-
rified because from the time school gets outevery day, she usedto go to that schoolshe lives in a public housing project, Mr.
Chairmanshe used to go to the schoola lot of these single par-
ents do that, and they walk their children homeand she was
there. So she is terrified about what happens from the time her
child leaves school until the time the child gets homeand I went
and visited there she livedand then here child is told, "You go in,
you lock the door, and you take no phone calls."

So a lot of these children do not play outside. I know that sounds
melodramatic, but it is true. So this is terribly important, but I
would like to communicate a message to the administration. You
all creatednot you, Mr. Tirozziyou created this situation, and
you had better make it a priority to make sure these kids are not
in harm's way, because right now, they are.

No one talked about that, but we had better start talking about
itthat is not aimed at you, Mr. Tirozzi, but hey, I have the floor.
[Laughter.]

The CHAMMAN. Well, I hope you have enjoyed your morning, Mr.
Tirozzi. [Laughter.]

Senator WELLSTONE. No, no. He is trying to work on this.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. TIROZZI. Yes. I believe in all this.
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The CHAIRMAN. I will jUst pick on you one more- time. The lawstates that the intent is to use the schools, and it says "by Using
school facilities, equipment and resources, the community can pro-mote a more efficient use of public education facilities." And yburdirection is that you do not just have to use the schoolsyou cango out and rent space to do these things.

So again, it is a real attempt to dramatically change this pro-gram. I have no problem with, andI am a great believer, in doing
more in providing after-school activities for our children. But youhave got to be careful when you start taking just a piece of legisla-
tion and substantially changing it without making the appropriatelegislative changes, and then saying those changes can be funded.That has got to be done through the legislative process.

Getting back to Senator Gregg, I do not think anybody can dis-agree with the position he has taken. I was one of the originaldrafters of the special education law, and I was one who certainlyendorsed putting the 40 percent there. The problem is not either/or; the problem is that the Federal Government, in my mind,should have 10 percent of its budget going to education. If we did,we would have plenty of money to take care of that aspect as well
as provide for the needs of this Nation. That is where we were backat the end of World War II. We created the GI bill, and the Presi-dent has mentioned that. Ten percent of the Federal budget wentto education. It was brought close to that back when we had Sput-nik, but since that time, we have drifted away considerably. Thathas put a burden on the schools that I would like to see alleviated.So I think that we are all trying to say the same thing, but thereis no question that the burden placed on the schools by special edu-cation is a real drain. We have got to do more about that.

Senator WELLSTONE. Mr. Chairman, can I add one thing to whatyou said?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator WELLSTONE. I think that what you said is just right onthe mark. The only other thing I would add, not to take away fromwhat you have said or what Senator Gregg said, is that I thinkaround the country, the other thingand it is hard for us to geta handle on it at the Federal levelbut the property tax as the pri-mary way of financing public education creates an awful lot of dif-ficulty also in terms of how these different needs are met.
The CHAIRMAN. No question about that.
Well, it was a pleasure having you here this morning. You cantake that more than one way, but
Mr. TIROZZI. It was a pleasure to be here, Senator, as always.And could I just sayand I mean this very seriouslyI really per-sonally appreciate the commitment you have made to the conceptof the community school, and I sincerely hope that Congress willlook favorably upon the potential to maximize the way we areusing our schools to meet the diverse needs of communities.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, that is the intent of the legislation. I under-stand the desire to utilize an existing piece of legislation to expand

other activities, but that should be done through the legislativeprocess. You will probably run into some difficulty in the Appro-
priations Committee in that respect.
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ThanIcyou. I do look forward to working with you. I am a great
believer in the Secretary. I know he is trying his best under the
difficult circumstances that we all face when it comes to trying to
provide sufficient effort and funds for education.

Thank you very much.
Mr. TIROZZI. Thank you very much.
The CHAMMAN. I think the next panel will find this an enjoyable

exercise.
To help us put today's topic into perspective, I am pleased to wel-

come our second panel of witnessesMr. Shepherd Smith, Mr.
Brad Luck and Ms. Sue Luck. Sue, it is good to see you again.

Mr. Shepherd Smith is president and fbunder of the Institute for
Youth Development. The Institute is a nonprofit organization dedi-
cated to helping our Nation's children make a successful transition
from childhood to adulthood. The work of the Institute is focused
on the use of scientific research and principles to guide sound pub-
lic policy for America's youth. Mr. Smith's interest in youth devel-
opment grew from his experiences as president and founder of
Americans for a Sound AIDS/HIV Policy, where he became acutely
aware of the critical need to help youth avoid risky behaviors.

Mr. Brad Luck is a remarkable young man from Essex Junction,
VT. In reading about Brad and his activities, I wonder if he has
somehow managed to be given more than 24 hours a day. I would
like to know how you do it.

Brad is a 4.0 student, quarterback of the high school basketball
teamI do not know who printed that--

Senator WELLSTONE. That sounds like the way they play basket-
ball in Vermont, Mr. Chairman. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. You will have to straighten that one out for us,
Brad.

Brad has been class president for 2 years, treasurer of the school
executive committee, and a member of the community Wellness
Committee. In his spare time, Brad is a peer helper, math tutor,
volunteer basketball coach, Little League umpire, chair of the
School Spirit Committee, and a Big Brother of two elementary
school children.

Brad is here today in yet another capacity. He is a founding
member and current president of the Essex Teen Center. I can see
why Brad was recently chosen to receive the Horatio Alger Out-
standing Young American Award for the State of Vermont.

It is easy to understand where Brad gets a lot of his motivation
and energy. Sue Luck is executive director of the Greater Bur-
lington YMCA. She has worked with Vermont children and their
families for over 25 years. Sue is on the faculty of the YMCA of
the U.S.A., is an adjunct educator at Champlain College, and is a
nationally-recognized child care trainer. In her spare time, Sue is
active in many local organizations in schools. She teaches
parenting classes throughout Vermont and recently helped raise
funds to build a new Boys and Girls Club and currently oversees
the management of that club. As the associate director of the
Greater Burlington YMCA, she supervises programs which provide
child care for 1,200 students.

I want to thank all of you for being here. You certainly are exam-
ples for all of us to look to and admire.

26
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Mr. Smith, please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF SHEPHERD smrm, PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE
FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, WASHINGTON, DC; BRAD LUCK,
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT AND PRESIDENT OF THE ESSEX
TEEN CENTER, ESSEX, VT; AND SUE LUCK, ASSOCIATE EXEC-
UTNE DIRECTOR, GREATER BURLINGTON YMCA, BUR-
LINGTON, VT

Mr. &mi. Thank you, Senator Jeffords. I appreciate being here
before this committee to share our perspective on the fundamental
aspects of youth development and the importance of nurturing
young Americans at every possible juncture.

It is also a pleasure to be on a panel with a parent and young
person who I hope will share some exciting testimony about what
we can do in after-school hours with young people throughout this
country.

In 1993, Congress funded a significant study on youth behavior
known as the Add Health Study, which was recently published in
the Journal of the American Medical Association, and it really
forms much of the basis for the points that we would like to bring
out. Its results are exciting to all of us who seek to understand the
implement the best methods of maximizing the potential of Ameri-
ca's youth.

The Institute for Youth Development tries to address youth be-
havior in the context of different risks that affect it in a com-
prehensive fashion, encouraging risk avoidance messages for alco-
hol, drugs, sex, tobacco and violence.

In respect to our own study on young people and their parents,
we find, consistent with other scientific data, that young people
today are really looking for good direction; they really seek a moral
compass, if you will. And that is pretty much, among both at-risk
and not-at-risk youth, the message that we hear.

We also, as much as we study young people, see that they look
at us, and I think we all need to remember as adults that we are
role models for them, and I do not think we can do anything to get
away from that, but that is very important in respect to thinking
about young people today.

Generally, American youth are healthy and happy; generally,
they are well-cared-for and have a positive outlook for the future;
generally, they avoid risk behaviors as a group and understand
what is in their beset interest. There are exceptions to this, of
course, and it is to these exceptions that we have a responsibility
to also pursue so that they may have better lifetime outcomes.

We have given out this book, and it contains a lot of data that
support what we are saying. I would encourage you to look at what
interests kids today, what are the main influences in their lives,
what compromises their attitudes, beliefs and perceptions.

We are learning how the main influences on youth affect their
behavior. What affects them first and foremost is their parents. In
this context, legislation that is developed regarding the nurturing
of children in any environment needs to encourage parental in-
volvement. While we often think of after-school activities as solely
for children because parents cannot be there, parents' influence can
in fact be in these programs, either through volunteer work of par-
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ents, through supporting parent-child relationships, or other ways
in which parents can be involved.

We are also learning a lot about what affects youth in their early
development, that they respond best to absolutes rather than to a
lot of less directed instruction. Consequently, we are supportive of
character education in nurturing programs that will encourage the
inclusion, as often as possible, in after-school programs. Universal
principles such as worth and potential, rights and responsibilities,
fairness and justice, effort and excellence, care and consideration,
personal integrity and social responsibility should be taught when-
ever we have that opportunity.

The lesson here is that we have got to be open to what science
tells us today and look carefully at what programs have value and
which ones do not. Protective factors for young people identified in
the Add Health Study, for example, include having spirituality or
religious views, a desire to achieve good grades, looking one's age
or younger; pledge of virginity had an awful lot of value, interest-
ingly; high self-esteem is important to young people, as we know;
school connectedness and parent-family connectedness are critically
important.

So our stereotype of youth needs to be tempered by reality. Only
a small percentage of young people participate in most risk-taking
behaviors. We must look at those who avoid these behaviors and
promote those characteristics for all young people today.

What is germane in this discussion today are the benefits of nur-
turing by concerned adult mentors and sharing positive character
development traits as a means of avoiding youth violence as part
of what you should consider.

The hours of 3 to 6, as we know, during the week are the times
in which delinquent behavior most often occurs, so it is critically
important that we have adult supervision for young people. And
the programs, again, should not be just ones that occupy time, but
also must convey these fundamental principles.

We need to also reinforce the child-parent bond as often as we
can, and in respect to doing that, such programs combined with
flextime for workers and other creative business practices that en-
hance parent-child relationships should be encouraged. Program
setting, type, focus and purpose should be given as much flexibility
under this legislation as possible. And finally, the best implementa-
tion of any program is decided at the local or community level. Get-
ting resources to these efforts as directly as possible should be a
major objective in order to best help America's youth.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHEPHERD SMITH

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of this esteemed committee. It is an
honor to be here and share our perspective on fundamental aspects of youth devel-
opment and the importance of nurturing young Americans at every possible junc-
ture. The latest emerging scientific data serves as a basis for my comments, as well
as some tried and true knowledge of young people that has remained constant over
the ages.

The Congress in 1993 had the wisdom and foresight to fund the most significant
study yet of youth risk behavior. This National Longitudinal Adolescent Health Sur-
vey (often refbrred to as Add Health) was first reported on this past September in
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The Journal of the American Medical Association. Its results are exciting to all of
us who seek to understand and implement the best methods of the potential value
of America's youth. This combined with the emerging data concerning early brain
development and childcare is helping us paint a much clearer picture of what is in
the best interest of youth today. It is from this perspective that we are able to dis-
cuss aspects of the measure you are considering in this hearing.

The Institute for Youth Development also conducts its own independent research
which is presently ongoing. Our findings are consistent with those being published
in peer review journals. We approach youth development from the perspective of
there being an inter-relationship between all risk behaviorsthere are protective
and risk factorscommon to all youth behavior. Our study of children and their
parents, both those at risk and those not at risk, reveals a common theme among
young people today. They seek clear directiona moral compass if you willas well
as both need and desire to have strong parental and/or adult mentor bonds. I must
underscore the fact that as much as we study youth, the study us. All adults are
role models. We can't ever forget that, or get away from that fact.

Generally American youth are healthy and happy. Generally they are well cared
for and have a positive outlook for the future. Generally they avoid risk behaviors
as a group and understand what is in their best interest. There are options to this,
of course, and it is these exceptions that we have a responsibility to also pursue so
that they may have better lifetime outcomes.

We have given each member of the committee our "Measuring the Risk" book on
America's youth. It is a compilation of data that supports the premise of the state-
ments made in this hearing today. I would encourage you to look at what interests
kids today, what the main influences in their lives are, and what comprises their
attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions. The Institute for Youth Development seeks to ac-
centuate the positive aspects of youth rather that focus on just the negative.

It is important to be as objective as possible in understanding where young people
are today. For example, we see in this booklet that "most teenagers believe that get-
ting an education is important to their lives. Contrary to popular belief they would
like to do well in school. Youngsters across the boardwhite, African-American, and
Hispanicsay they admire, rather than look down on, classmates who make good
grades." We also know that those who have high aspirations are those who develop
well and mostly avoid risk. "Why is that?

We are learning how the influences on youth affect their behavior. What affects
them first and foremost are their parents. A number of other factors such as peer
attitudes and beliefs, school and other adult mentors, the media, their own religious
practices, their experiences in school, and their view of their own future also affect
their behavior. In this context, legislation that is developed regarding the nurturing
of children in any environment needs to encourage parental involvement. Yes, after
school programs are developed because parents can't be there, but it does not mean
that is always the case or their influence can't be felt by their children. It is parent
connectedness that the recent Add Health study lays out as the greatest protective
factor for children today.

The outcome of research regarding early brain development tells us that young
people, particularly at an early age, learn far more through directive instruction
than abstract instruction. We err when we believe that children should be given
great latitude at early ages for self-determination. This is a very difficult task for
them without good direction. Consequently, we are supportive of character edu-
cation in nurturing programs and would encourage the inclusion as often as possible
in after school programs or pre-school programs in this sort of direction for young
people. Character education not only helps develop higher self-respect and self-es-
teem, but also helps insulate children from harm by reinforcing resiliency factors.
Principles such as worth and potential, rights and responsibilities, fairness and jus-
tice, effort and excellence, care and consideration, personal integrity, and social re-
sponsibility should be taught.

Clear, concise messages connect with youth. When we look at the often-maligned
message of "just say no" used by Nancy Reagan in the 1980s, we may want to re-
evaluate our skepticism in light of what we now know. This message, in fact, reso-
nates with young people. It is unambiguous and gives clear direction. We can see
the effect of that consistent message given in the 1980s: a significant decrease in
drug use. Yes, there are many other factors that contributed to that decline, but cer-
tainly it had a major impact while it was used. The demarcation from that message
showed a reduction in the perceived risk of harmfulness of drugs by youth and an
increase in drug use after its discontinuance.

The lesson here is that we have to be open to what the science tells us today and
look carefully at what programs have value and which ones don't. In that vein, we
have recently seen research that analyzed the 1991 and 1993 Household Survey
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data of over 26,000 young people questioned. It showed a pattern of risk behavior
that we might not otherwise understand or accept since so much of our focus now
is on tobacco as a "gateway" drug. That study published in The Journal of Adoles-
cent Health last year showed that young people first began drinking alcohol followed
17 or 18 months later by cigarette smoking l'ollowed 10 or 11 months later by initi-
ation of sexual intercourse. Researchers found no set pattern of marijuana use,
though, that is critically important to understand in light of the dramatic increases
we have seen in that substance over the last 5 or 6 years.

Protective factors for young people identified in the Add Heath study include: hav-
ing spirituality or religious views, a desire to achieve good grades, looking one's age
or younger, a pledge of virginity, high sell esteem, school connectedness and parent/
family connectedness. Other conforming data shows that those who drink the least,
smoke the least, and use drugs are Parican-American young people followed by
whites then Hispanics. Unfortunately those that put themselves most at risk for sex
and violence are in the African-American community. But our stereotype of youth
needs to be tempered by reality. Only a small percentage of young people participate
in most of these risk-taking behaviors. We must look at those who avoid these be-
haviors and promote those characteristics for all young people today.

What is very germane to your consideration regard.ing after school care far all
school-age children are the benefits of nurturing by concerned adult mentors and
sharing positive character development traits as a means of avoiding youth violence.
Delinquent activities occur during school days most often between the hours of 3:00
to 6:00 PM. For those children whose parents are unable to be with them during
this time period it is critical that they have adult supervision and involvement. We
see from the Add Health study that parental presence reduces alcohol, drug and cig-
arette usage as well. This should also be true for youth involved in programs that
have good adult supervision.

I would like to point out that the parent-child bond is the most important of all
protective factors. Ciovernment should always work to support, not supplant, that
bond. We also must accept that children cannot always be with their parents. For
most, a large portion of their day they will be in schiool. Between that time and
when most parents return home from work it is imperative that they receive care
and support fiorn trained adult mentors.

Programs that not only occupy their time and gain their attention, but also have
character education qualities and give sound direction are the ones that are going
to help our youth maximize their potential. Such programs, combined with flex time
for workers and other creative business practices that enhance parent/child relation-
ships will give America its brightest future. Consequently, program setting type,
focus and purpose should be given as much flexibility under this legislation as pos-
sible. Lastly, the best implementation of any program is decided at the local or com-
munity levelgetting resources to these efforts as directly as possible should be a
major objective in ord.er to best help America's youth.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and committee members for hearing this perspective.
The CHAIRMAN. Brad, are you ready?
Mr. LUCK. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. OK Please go ahead.
Mr. LUCK. Thank you very much for the opportunity to be here,

Senator Jeffords and committee members. It is an honor, and I feel
privileged to be here and to be able to speak with you.

I also commend this committee for inviting input from youth and
teens while looking at after-school programs and prevention
proiects. Obviously, the best and most logical and effective way to
deal with an issue is to go directly to the source and speak with
people who can offer personal perspective and thoughts and ideas,
and I hope I can help you out in that way.

I am delighted to share with you some of my experiences and
concepts about teens and youth. I am here today to enlighten you
about what teens need during out-of-school hours and what types
of prevention programs work. I will be sharing an example of what
is working in our community, and I invite your participation and
support for other communities around the Nation.

The biggest and most crucial element for teens and youth today
is prevention, and not just any prevention, but positive prevention.

30
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Teens need something to do when they are out of school and on
weekend nights. As you know, this is the prime time, as Mr. Smith
has just said, for vandalism, crime and drug use among teenagers.
Teens need a place to go and something productive to do.

In our community, there is very little for teens to do, and often
around the Nation, teens have little money, few places to go, not
a lot to do, and a lot of free time. And when you combine all of
those factors together, it opens up opportunity for trouble. I believe
this puts all teens at risk.

In our community, we have created a teen center. Two years ago,
a group of my peers was getting sick of having nothing to do, and
we discussed some options of what things to do, and we were really
getting sick of having nothing. We thought a teen center sounded
like a great idea, but it was something that we could never achieve.

We mentioned the idea to some adults, and they thought it
sounded great, and the idea floated around the community for a
while. After a while, a community organization applied for a State
grant, and we applied for some State funds to get some money to
open up a teen center and get things moving. But our community
did not get that money, because we were not seen as an "at-risk"
community; in other words, our community did not have a lot of
high drug and alcohol problems, and we were kind of stable, that
is, we were average compared to the State in drug and alcohol use.

So we did not get the money, but there was a lot of enthusiasm
in the community for the teen center, and that is really where our
journey began. We continued by holding a 32-hour retreat which 30
students and several adults from the community attended, and we
really sat down and planned who we were, what we wanted to be-
come, and how we could become it. For the next 9 months, a group
of 20 students and three adults met every Sunday night for an
hour and a half to 2 hours. We put together and documented a plan
for a teen center. We drew up what we would like in the center,
the furniture, the hours we would be open, the rules, what our di-
rectors would be like, and every minor detail that you can imagine.

We researched other centers. We joined the Vermont Coalition of
Teen Centers, and we also looked at some of the faults and failures
of a previous teen center in our community just 10 years prior.

Our teen board obviously was very teen-dominated. We had 20
teens and three adults. So this was very much a student- and teen-
driven activity.

From the start, we were looking for community support. We held
a community forumall of our meetings were open to the public
and we began to make presentations to all the local groupsthe
Rotary, the Lions Club, school board, school faculties, the VFW,
and more. We informed people about our group, our mission and
our vision, and gradually, there was a lot of enthusiasm and moti-
vation for a teen center in our community.

The press began to take a major interest, and starting just with
the community paper and then moving to all the local papers, the
major papers, TV, radio and magazines. And there was a lot of
hype around our State about "these kids in Essex" and how hard-
working and committed they were. But really, we had no teen cen-
ter; we had nothing tangible. We were just meeting for 9 months
straight, planning a teen center.
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Our problem was that we did not have any money. We were
waiting patiently for a rant opportunity to open up or a local cor-
poration to sponsor us for our first year, but nobody was willing to
give 20 teens and adults $30,000 and say, "Good luck." There was
no money out there for kids who wanted to be better. Again, there
were plenty of funds for kids who had already been in trouble or
kids who were addicted and needed to get out of trouble, but noth-
ing to keep kids who were not yet in trouble out of trouble.

Time and motivation for our board was on the decline, and kids
were getting sick of still having no teen center, but yet they were
working so hard. So we had to put together something really quick-
ly to raise moneyand we did. It was our "30 in 30" campaign.
That is, we raised $30,000 in 30 days. We put together 25 teams
of parents and their teens to sell $100 raffle tickets with a $5,000
prize. After 30 days, we raised $32,600, and the prizewinner, the
Lions Club, a group that we had visited prior, donated the money
back, so we kept all of our funds.

Our community really embraced us at that point and really ral-
lied behind us to raise this money. The police department, local
clubs and organizations and our schools were really 100 percent be-
hind us.

Over this past summer, the teens once again hired the directors.
We have two directors who are really crucial to the success of our
center, and their combined salary is $20,000. The rest of the money
goes to our operational funds. Since our opening, we have had
$35,000 come to us from the local IBM and $5,000 from the local
McDonalds.

We are open 5 days a week, Tuesday through Thursday, 3:30 to
6 p.m., and Friday and Saturday nights from 7 to 11 p.m. We have
all sorts of things in the center. We are limited to only 1,000
square feet of space, which is pretty rough on us; we have out-
grown our space for quite a while. But we have a pool table, a
fooseball table, an air hockey table, TVs, VCRs, couches, office
equipment, kitchen supplies, Nintendo, play stations, arcade
games, and various things to keep the students active.

We are very much still student-led, and our board consists of 25
students and five adults now, and we meet biweekly, set all the
policies and run all the events. We do a lot to give back to the com-
munity that has given so much to us. We participate in Green-Up
Day, Make a Difference Day; we helped to raise money for a lock
sick mother, and we have also met with the Senior Citizen Center
several times and hosted other junior high groups.

This past week, we were visited by Attorney General Janet Reno
and our Senator Patrick Leahy. They got a tour of our center, and
we had a little conference with them to tell them about our center
and ask them what their thoughts were. Ms. Reno said, "You have
got to prevent crime in the first place. It would cost less if we did
it right." Senator Leahy added, "The easiest crime to handle is the
one that does not happen." I could not agree more.

The message and the mission of our teen center is simple. Our
mission statement reads: "To provide an environment for a diverse
group, promoting healthy behavior in a social atmosphere and edu-
cational and recreational opportunities."
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Our goal is to stop the crimes and stop the accidents from hap-
pening. We want to prevent. We are not interested in telling teens
more about drug use and how it is bad; no more lectures and no
more movies about drugs and how they affect your body. We are
not interested in increasing the penalties for teens when they get
in trouble or when they sue drugs, and we are definitely not inter-
ested in having teen curfews or lessened driving privileges. We are
simply trying to provide something to do and a place to go for these
teens.

Ms. Reno probably hit it right on the money when she said that
this kind of prevention costs less. We have been open now for 5
months, and we have served 800 teens. So far, we have spent about
$15,000. When you do the math, that is a cost of about $20 per stu-
dent in our community, and that maybe be a student who comes
to the center every day, 5 days a week, or a student who has just
been to the teen center once. Regardless, either way, they have
stayed out of trouble one more time, and that is one less time for
a police officer to have to break up a party, a store owner to be
missing items, a window to be broken, a teen to drive home after
drinking. It is one less time and one less opportunity for trouble.

Our community only needed $30,000 to start this up, and the
funds that you all are dealing with involve millions and billions of
dollars. So that for us to raise $30,000 on our own and start a teen
center and serve 800 kids in 5 months is pretty substantial. Just
image the impact you have with the money and the funds you are
dealing with.

Right now, we do not know where to look for funding for years
3, 4, and 5. We have nowhere to look except in the mirror, and look
to ourselves and figure out how we can raise $30,000 again each
year. So we are really looking for State and Federal moneys to
come. We need grant opportunities, start-up funds, matching
grantsreally, in general, moneys for the average kid, not just
moneys for those who are ln trouble, but moneys to prevent others
from getting in trouble. That is really our main cause.

In closing, I will say that prevention is the only way. Providing
alternatives and opportunities for teens after school and on the
weekends is the best way to decrease teen crime and drug use.
There is no perfect solution, obviously, to the decreased crime useand drug use among teens, but this would be a good start. Pro-
grams, activities and teen centers allow diverse populations of
teens to have something to do.

I hope you all realize the potential you possess to support teens,
all teens, and to truly make a difference.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. That was excellent testimony and

very, very well done.
Mr. LUCK. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Luck follows:]
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February 25, 1998

Senator Jeffords and Committee Members:

Thank you fcr the oppornmity to be here today. It is an honor and I feel
privileged to speak with you all. I also commend this committee for inviting input from
teens and youth while looking at after school programs and .prevention pmjecte. The
most logical and effective way to deal with an issue is to speak with the source and the
people who can offer personal thoughts and ideas.

My name is Brad Luck and I am a 16 year old Junior at Essex High School in
Vermont. I am very involved in my community and sdiool and I am delighted to shire
with you some of my experiences and concepts about youth and teens.

I am here todavnunlighten you about what teens today need during out of school
hours and what type of prevention programs work. I'll be sharing an example of what is
di:randy working in Essex Junction, Vermont, and I invite your participation and suppon
for teens everywhere.

The biggest and most crucial element for terns and youth today is ineveneen.
Not just any prevention though, posinve prevention. Teens need something to do after
school and on weekend nights. As you know, this is the pfime time for vandalism, crime,
and drug use among teenager& Whin youth need is alternatives to these poor choices.
Without a doubt, a large contribution to teen crime and drug use is boredom. A teen with
nothing to do is a potential problem. Achille have *fork, children, hem dance clubs,
restaurants, money and more to keep them busy in their free time, if they even have any.
Teens have little money, few places to go, not a lot to do, and a lot of free time. I believe
this puts all teens "at tisk." That's why in Essex we have creamd a Teen Center.

Two years ago, a group of my peers were getting sick of having nothing to do.
We began to think of what we could do and a teen center sounded Wm a great idea, but
somethhig that we could never achieve. We mentioned the idea to some adults and they
thought it was great A lot of motivation and enthusiasm began to arise when a
community organization applied for a gram for tom center monies. Ow community was
seen as ewealthy community," and we didn't get the grant If we had been able to show
that we had high chug and alcohnl Iblems, we may havn 'en funding Our problem
was we were trying to avoid drug and alcohol problems. It seems no one had money for
that.

Our journey began. We held a 32 hour retreat with thirty teens and several adults.
We really focused on who we were, what we wanted to become, and how we could get
there. For the next nine months, we met every Sunday night for an hour and a half to two
hours. We created a plan and documented our ideas, such as: rules, furniture, what
would be inside, when we would be open, and every detail you can imagine. We
researched other teen centers, joined the Vei111011t Coalition of Teen Centers, and even
explored the faults of a previous teen center in our community just ten years ago. Our
board, comprised of 20 students and 3 adults, was clearly teen dominated and teen led. I
have had the privilege of being President of the board since our beginning
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From the strut, we were looking for comnumity support. We held a community
forum, all of our meetings were open to the public, and we began to mske presentations
to local groups. The Rotary, Lions, School Boards, School Facukies, a Business and
Professionals Association, the VFW, andmote. We informed people about our group,
our mission, Ind our vision. Gradually, we began to gain community support and some
enthusiasm. People believed us and, mom importantly, believed in us. The press took
interest, beginning with the conununity paper and stretching to Ul local. papers, the major
papers, tv., radio, and magazines. We nem a gomt cause bin we-still had nothing to
show for it. No teen center, just a bunch of hard working and committed kids.

We were waiting patiently for a grant opponunity to open or a local corporation
to provide some initial funding. But, no one in. &sir right mind was willing to give 20
teens and 3 adults 530,000 and say good luck. Again, no money for good kids trying to
be better. There were plenty of funds for troubled youth, but nothing for kids who
wanted to stay out of trouble. Time andmotivation was on a decline. We had to act fast,
and we did. We set out on a campaign to anise 130,000 in 30 days. We sold 3100 raffle
tickets with a prize of 55,000. We sent out 25 teams of parents with their teens to sell the
tickets. After ow 30 days, we raised 532600 and the prize winums, the Ions Club,
donated the money back. Our community really embtaced us and rallied behindus for
our success. The police department, local clubs and organizations, and our school gave
us their support, 100% from the get go.

Over this past summer; the teens hired two local directces who ate both teachers
and life-long residents ofour commtmity. They are great and are crucial to our current
success, We have been open since October and are doing excellent. We haw had over
800 different teens use our futility at one time or another. Waste open Tuesday through
Thursday (3:30-6:00p.in.) and Friday and Saturday nights (7:004 140part.). The majority
of our funds support thedirectors combinedsalary of $20,000 while the tea goes to
operational expenses. Since our success, the loot IBM has donated $35,000 and the
lace/ .McDonalds $5,000. We have a pool table, foosebal table, air hockey table,
basketball arcade game, 36" tv., VCR, fourtv.'s with Sony Playstationa and Nintendo
64's, office equipment, kitchen supplies, couches, and a soda machine. Not too badl

We are still very much stud= led. Wenow have a baud of 25 students and $
adults. We meet bi-weekly, set all policies, and plan ail events. Students have
tremendous ownership in who we are and whatwe do. This is the main reason for our
success. We also give back to our cotnmunity who has given so much to us. We have
participated in Green Up Oat_ Make &Affair= Das Jaised money for a local sick
mother, met with the Senior Citizen Center, and honed junior high groups.

Recently we have bem visited by Attorney Genetal Janet Reno and Senator
Patrick Leahy. They got a tour of our center and we had a conference to tell them about
our center and to have them share some of their thoughts. Ms. Reno said "Yetive got to
prevent crime in the first would cost less if we did it right" Senator Leahy
addeeThe easiest crime to handle is the one that doemt barmen.Lattsi' I couldn't agree
more.

The objective of the Teen Center is simple. OurAgnimiatomsztainar,=J
provide 311 etlVit'SZILf.Cr..a.dbferZlztQup4xgmcdinghealthy.beiavier-in.ersocial,-
atmosphere and educational and recreational opportunities." Wewant to stop the crimes
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and accidents front happening, we mato prevent. Not by informing teens more about
the consequences of drug use and that it is bad. Not by havingmore severe penalties for
guilty teem. Not by having teen curtbws or lessened driving privileges. Simply, by
providing something to do and someplace to go.

Ms. Reno couldn't have been more correct whea she said that this typs of
prevention costs less. Look at the numbers. We alone have served 800 teens in five
months. We raised $30,000 on ow own as an operating budget for one year and we have
spent mughly $15,000 to date. With our attendance, that is less than $20 pertain.
Whether it be a regular who is at the Center five days a week, or someone who's been
there once, they have been out of trouble one less time. And that's one less time for a
police officer to break up a party, a store owner to be missing items, a window to be
broken, or a teen to drive home after drinking. Yon all am dealing with millions of
dollars and our cornmimity only needed $30,000 for one year. We've done so much for
so little. Just think of the impact you can have and the problems you can prevent, an
investment that would pay big dividends.

Unfortunately money is our biggest issue. Space COM= in second. We raised the
funds for a one year budget and local donors have supplied finxis for ow second. year, but
what about year three, four, and five. Our community and our teens can only support us
for so long. Sustainability is an issue we deaf with every week. Space is our other major
problem. We have grown out of our 1000 squirm feet of space. FOCUEligdy, dueto the
generosity of our town, it is rent free. Anything larger and the rent fee's %mid begin to
add up. We need state and federal sources for teat prevesnion money. Money for teen
centers, teen programs, and even one time teen events. Right now, we have nowhere to
turn to, but to look to oursehes in the mirror to find fixture funds. We need haling
ectiens, seed money: matching grantx opportunitiee for regular kids. Not just those who
are already in trouble, but also those who hope to neva be. I have been asked to sham
ow model in numerous other communities. It would be so great if they had a place to
turn to seek start-up funds. Then 800 more kids could be saved, and 800 more, and so
011.

In closing, 1 will leave you with this: Prevention is the only way. Providing
alternatives and oppommities for teens after school and on the week ends is the best way
to decrease teen crime and drug use. There is no perfect solution to eliminate crime and
chug use, but this is a good start. ?warns, activities, and teen centers allow diverse
populations of teens to have something to do. I hope that you all will realize the potential
you possess to support teats, ail teens, and to truly make a difference. I thank-you for
time sod considenrion.

Respectiblly submitted,

Ada
President of the Essex Teen Center
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The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Luck, please'proceed.
Ms. LUCK. Thank you. I think I should have preceded Brad.
What a privilege and honor it is to be here today. I am Sue Luck,

and I am pleased to provide testimony regarding the needs of chil-
dren during their out-of-school time. I bring you both the perspec-
tive of a parent of two children and as an advocate for children and
families, having worked in this field with the YMCA for the past
25 years.

It is gratifying to participate in this type of hearing and to know
that you value the words and the opinions of a 16-year-old. It is
particularly gratifying that the 16-year-old is my son. But from a
parental perspective, I must echo Brad's sentiment regarding teens
needing resources and support.

Our small community did rally and did provide support, and we
support our kids, but so much more is needed. As Brad indicated,
so much can be done for so little. When you think about it, $30,000
and 800 kids in 3 monthsthat is phenomenal. That is grassroots
community work. If those dollars are available to student groups
such as Brad's, they would eat them up, and they would run with
them. We do not need millionsjust small amountsto make big
differences.

The type of work his group has done has been collaborative, it
has been community-based; it is supportive, and it has raised the
bar in our community about who teens are and what they give and
what their potential is. That is immeasurable. It is just immeas-
urable.

So I say to you this is prevention at its best. I am sure you are
familiar with the asset-building approach out of the Search Insti-
tute in Minnesota. I believe this is an absolute product of this.
They may not know thatactually, Brad does, but his group may
not. The more assets they were given, the more energy, the more
support, the greater they became, the stronger they were, and the
greater their outcome.

So as a parent, I must say to you that I think it is a tough role,
but I know that it cannot be done alone. When teenagers hit those
preadolescent and prepubescent years, it takes schools, it takes
YMCAs, it takes community organizations, community leaders,
business leaders. It takes a lot of folks to build a whole community
around children and to play a role in building a supportive environ-
ment for them. They need a bigger picture than just a parent can
provide at homea good parent, a struggling parent, a challenged
parent. Kids need the bigger picture. And really, we are all stake-
holders in the positive development of youth today.

As associate executive director of the Greater Burlington YMCA,
I have the distinct pleasures of overseeing programs that serve
1,200 children a day in after-school care. Our YMCA is the largest
provider of child care in the State of Vermont, and I know first-
hand the challenge families and providers face when presented
with the dilemma of finding and then maintaining high-quality
care during out-of-school hours.

Stepping back from Vermont, but not to delay the issues, because
the statistics have been well-stated here today, approximately 24
million school-age children with working parents require care.
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Even more startlingand I so appreciated your comment, Senator
Wellstone, about children who are home aloneexperts estimate
that nearly 5 million school-age children spend time without adult
supervision each week-5 million children home alone. Sometimes,
the coined phrase around that is "latchkey children." And whether
they are home in safe situations, or home with the door locked and
told not to answer the telephone, what kind of environment are we
building for children during their out-of-school hours, and what is
the message we are giving them about their value to us as a soci-
ety?

As you know, juvenile crime data reflects that peak hours for ju-
venile crimes are 3 to 8. After-school hours are high-risk hours, and
we need to take care of our children.

so what do we do? What can we do as a society? I feel tickled,
and I am really excited that public officials and community-based
organizations and leaders are coming to the table and are coming
to realize the significance and critical importance of high-quality
programs during out-of-school hours. At the YMCA, this is welcome
news. Caring for children through the delivery of high-quality pro-
grams is something that our national organization has been behind
for a long time. I get to be the local deliverer of those services, sup-
ported by my national organization.

We provide nationally school-age care for over 400,000 every day
at about 8,000 locations. We are committed to bringing affordable,
high-quality care to American families who need it. I might add
that as we think about locations for school-age care, school-based
programs are incredibly valuable, but they are not the only place
where high-quality care can be had, and we cannot overlook
YMCAs and recreation facilities or grassroots community organiza-
tions and teen centers which have been building programs for
years and years and doing it well. So I hope that as we examine
that, we will consider all of the places where quality care can hap-
pen.

Quality is the key. If we can embrace what quality means for
school-age children and what happens to them after school, we will
have hit our mark. As you think back, and as anyone over 30 in
this room thinks back about your after-school time, you can prob-
ably picture an image where someone was there for you, and you
probably can picture some of the things you didmaybe ride your
bike, play ball, or sit on a porch. The point is that you did what
you chose to do. You had time to be a kid. It was your time, and
it was time to be a kid.

YMCA programs offer choices. We may not be able to offer sitting
on your front porch steps, but you can sit outside .on some steps
with a great after-school counselor who cares about you, or you can
choose an enrichment activity, or arts and crafts, or play outside
or inside, or to do an athletic event, or to do your homework. But
the bottom line is that you have a choice.

Not all school children face success during their school day, so
that more of academics might not be a way that they are successful
in their after-school hours. We really need to consider what success
and happiness and fulfillment is during after-school hours. It may
not be more of the sameit may be for some, but it may not be.
And the most important thing that we can do for children is de-
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velop their self-esteem, build confidence and build them as people.That means different things to different children during their out-
of-school time.

So I strongly encourage you, as you embrace legislation and
grant opportunities, to look at the whole. We develop the wholechild in YMCA programs. We build on the spirit, mind and body.
That may seem like a coined national phrase, but let me tell you,
I work it, I live it, I breathe it. It is what we do. Character develop-
ment is a YMCA initiative. We teach caring, respect, honesty and
responsibility, becauseyou are rightit is time to put values back
into children's lives, and if we are the ones who are caring for
them, we need to be driving that force.

More important than the activities, I need to say, are the people
who give those activities and care for these children every day. As
you closed your eyes and thought about your after-school time, you
saw a person. Ten years from now, our 8-year-olds, or 20 years
from now, our 8-year-olds or my 16-year-old, when he closes his
eyes, he may see a counselor, a YMCA after-school counselor or an-
other after-school counselor. We need to make darned sure that
these folks care for children, that they are trained, that we provide
resources to retain and recruit and value people who give after-
school care, because they are spending lots of time with children.

Senator Jeffords, you also spoke about the out-of-school hours
being so much larger than after-school hours. Children are only in
school for 20 percent of their waking hours, and if you added upall the other slices of their day and the time they spent out of
school and perhaps out of the home, potentially one-third of their
waking hours could be in care. Now, that is frightening for the kids
who do not have that care, who are home with the door locked, and
it is startling for those of us who spend this amount of time with
children, that it is one-third of their lives. That is a critical piece
for children.

Caring for school-age children requires collaborations. Our na-
tional YMCA figures show that 85 percent of all of our after-school
programs operate in public school buildings. In Burlington, VT, we
operate our programs in 19 elementary schools, and I am here to
tell you that we could not do it without those school facilities. SoI represent both. I do a wonderful program at my downtown
YMCA, which I hope would be able to apply for funding and seek
resources as many YMCAs in the country, but I also partner with
19 elementary schools to provide services for about 700 children at
those venues. We are partners. We see ourselves as partners, and
it is rich.

Not all communities have that quality of relationship, and any
legislation we could promote that could build on that is important.
It is critical that these relationships be maintained and expanded.

So what can you do? I am here to tell you from Vermontlots
of things. Understanding these issues is first and foremost, and
again, I feel so privileged that you are here today to listen about
children and their out-of-school hours.

Providing resources to communities is the next step, and loOking
at the broad scope of what that means, maybe all types of school-
age care in different facilities provided by high-quality folksqual-ity again being a measure. And we need your help to support and
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build community networks and collaborations that strengthen pro-
grams for children during their out-of-school time.

It is my thought that as we maximize our resources in order to
foster true collaboration, we will reach our goal of increasing the
quality and quantity of school-age programs available for children.
Perhaps grant moneys or other resources that entice and ensure
collaboration would bring all the key players to the table, and we
would work toward that common goal of quality care.

Additionally, resources to recruit, retain and develop professional
staff to deliver these programs is crucial. Remember children who
close their eyes 20 years from now; they will see that caregiver. We
need to support that caregiver as a professional and train and
value them through their salaries.

Finally, providing increased subsidies so that all families can ac-
cess quality care, allowing equal opportunities for their children.
Regardless of whether it is the mom in East L.A., working for mini-
mum wage, or someone in a professional role, those children de-
serve equal access to high quality.

More than ever, families need help. They need help to make it.
We know that kids home alone are at risk. That is a given; we
know that. We know that the number of children in need of care
during out-of-school time is skyrocketing. Quality school-age pro-
grams have positive effects on the development of children. It is
just that simple. quality after-school programs have positive effects.
And we are talking about millions of children.

Children in quality programs, it has been proven, have better
peer relationships, emotional adjustments, grades and conduct in
school. Quite simply, we must do it, and we must prioritize it. It
builds better children who become stronger people.

In closing, I thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to share
some insights on children and their needs during out-of-school
time. I look forward with tremendous excitement to your work and
your continued commitment and investment in our children. I
know that it is a sound investment, and your dividends will pay
greatly.

I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Luck follows:]
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February 23. 1998

Senator Jeffords and COMMitte0 Members:

What a privilege and honor it is to be here today. I am pleased to provide testimony
regarding the needs uf children in their out of school time. I bring you both the perspective
of a parent of two children and that of an advocate for diildrat and Emilia, having worked
in this field with the YMCA for the past 25 years.

It is gratifying to participate in this process today mid to know that you value the words and
opinion of a 16 year old, pardmilarly gradfying is the fact that he is my son. From a
parental perspective. I echo Brad's santment regarding teens needing resources and support.
Our small conmmnity rallies and supports our kids, but more is needed. As Brad indicated,
a lot can be done for a little. The type of work his group has done has been collaborative,
community based and portrays prevention st it's best. I believe it is a model of the Search
Institme's asset building approach to developing youth. The more assets my son and his
group were given, the harder they worked and the stronger they became. As a perms, you
know you can't do it alone. It takes schools, YMCAs, business leaden, corporations, and
community people to each play a role in building a supportive environment for children to
grow and thrive in. We are all stakdioidera in the positive development of today's youtb.

As associate executive director of the Greater Burlington YMCA, I oversew programs that
save over 1,200 children in child care en= day. Our YMCA is the largest provider of child
care in theme of Vermont. I know, first hand, the challenges fassiBes and providers face
when presented with the dilemmaainiftWid maintaining high quality ere dozing out of
school holm

Stepping back from Vt a moment, the national statistics are telling. Approximately 24
million school-age children with working parents require care. Even more startling is the
fact that experts estimate that nearly5 million school-age chiltiren spend time without adult
supervision each week. Research leils as that these childre.a, vtio are home stone, latchkey
children, are more likely to engage in risky behaviors, suffer from mess, and exhibit greater
behavioral problems. Juvenile crime data reflects that peak hours for violent juvenile crimes
are 3pm-8pm. After school hours have proven to be high crime hours for unsupervised
children of all aga.

SO, what do kids need, and how can we strength= our work to help children be successful?
Public officials, community based organizations and leaders are coining to realize the
significance and critical =pomace of high-qualky pogroms being available for ell children
(hiring their otn-oi-school time.

At the YMCA, this is welcome news. Caring for children through the delivay of high
quality programs is something we have done for a long time. As dm country's largest
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int:wider of school-age care, we serve nearly 400,000 children at toughly 8,000 locatlem.
it.
We are commiued to bringing affordable, high.quatity care to American faoailles who need

Quality. This word is key. En Burlington, we have built our mograms aromas the belief thatchildren need a =fa, nurturing and welcoming
progtam to look forward to each day. Weknow that an important component of a high quality after school programa is that it &frontschiklren the oppormity to make choices in how they speed their after school time. Thesechokes should include a chance to play, to =MO, to recreate inside or out, to do homework,to be involved in a community project or simply jaw "hang out° with their friends. If youthink of how you spent your days after school, perhaps many images come to mind...riding abike, climbing a tree, playing ball or sitting on your porch steps. No one defined coneywhat you had to do each day and for how tong. It was yenr timm your time to be a kid.We cannot rob today's children of that experience simply became they moot go home afterschool. Our job, as provides of school age we, is to provide kids that very sameopportunity; the oppornmity to be a child 811C1 make chokes of how to spend time andunwind after a long day at school. The menu of options should always include experiencesthat foster a child's social, physical, emotional, creative and intellectual growth. We believein building children front the inside and in developing their spirit, mind, and body.

More important than the activide offered are the people with whom these children spendtheir days. A recent study out of the University of Wisconsin finds that the single mostimports= piece of a high quality aft= school program is the quality of children's interactionswith the program staff. Those of us in the field believe this, anequivocally. We know thatchildren in our care thrive on the wacmth. and caring of the staff, with whom they spend somuch time. Our programs go beyond making macaroM necklaces and games of kickball.We are helping children develop values, build seff-esteem and establish a fotmdation for theirfuture success. We aro building relatiomhipa. that. can substantially hove a positive impact ona child's life.

Working with school-age children and their families requires providing programs during allout of school times: vacaeons,
summers. before school and during half day school closings.These am critical neeis for work:hatpins:us. School age children 20% of theirtime in school. For children with one or both puma working fullalmost 1/3 of their waking hours would he mat in child care.

Caring for school-age children requires collaborations. Natbnal YMCA figures show that84% of all of our after school programs operate in public school buildup. Our Burlingtonprograma operate in 19 elementary schools daily. We absolutely could not provide theseservices without use of the school facilities. We are seen as pumas with the schools,working together to maximize the daily experiences of the children in the school. We heipwith scholarships. school wide projects and community related evens. Oar work isstrengthened because we are embraced by the schools as their poem. Tbe children andfamilies in our programs axe the benefactors of these collabomen efforts. It Is miikal thatthese reationships be maintained and excluded.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Wellstone, I know you have to leave. Would you like to

make a comment?
Senator WELLSTONE. I told the chairman I do have to leave, but

I did not want you to think it was because of lack of interest.
Thank you for just superb testimony, all three of you. I think all
of us take it to heart. I love your passion and your excitement and
your optimism and your belief that we can make things better
and we have to.

Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRIVIAN. Senator Murray,
I would like to welcome you this morning. If you have a comment

you would like to make now, please do.
Senator MURRAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Unfortunately, I have to go to the floor to manage a bill, but I

did want to come by, because I wanted you to know that I think
this is an absolutely critical issue.

It has been excellent testimony today from all the witnesses,
their perspectives on what we can do. As a mother of teenagers, I
can tell you that this is one of the most stressful issues that par-
ents deal with today.

We all worry about what our kids learn in school. We all want
them to get the best education. But what really tightens our stom-
achs is before and after school and where they are, and if they are
safe and if they are being cared for. It is an issue, no matter where
you are on the income scale, whether you are in a rural or an
urban community, and it is one that we must address as a Nation.

I also know this is an issue that is very important to young peo-
ple, and Brad, you did an excellent job in your testimony today
talking about what you have been able to do.

I know this is important to young people, because I hear it in my
living room all the time, and I also hear from a lot of young people
that they think we as adults do not listen to them. As a result of
that frequent comment to me, I formed an organization in my State
called my Student Advisory Youth Involvement Team, or SAYIT.
They are developing their own political agenda, and one of their top
issues is what we are doing as a nation after school to make sure
they have something positive to do in their lives.

They are doing an excellent job, and I recommend to all of my
colleagues forming a SAYIT group, because I think they really
bring an important perspective and one that we need to listen to.

I hope that as we look to solutions, we can look at all solutions.
And obviously, Brad has presented us with one where young people
can get together and help put together some after-school activities
that work for them. I think their voice in how that is organized is
critical. I think we have an obligation to help support that as well,
but I want to bring to your attention an issue that is starting to
get attention in my State.

We have a group called Mothers Against Violence in America
that has really focused on violence among young people and what
they can do. They are coming forward with a recommendation that
we start school later, and their point is very validour kids sleep
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in. They do not get up at 6. They are not going to be out getting
into trouble at 6:30 in the morning. And if we start school later,
they will be finishing school later. Brad may not agree with this
so much, but the fact is that we can talk about spending a lot of
money on after-school care, but if we forget bus schedules and
sports schedules for a while and take a look at starting school
later, we will have kids in a place where they are safe and well-
cared-for and paid attention to. So not all answers are expensive,
and we have to look outside the box as well.

I do want to ask Brad a quick question before I go. One of the
things I hear a lot from young people is that it is hard to get adults
to pay attention to them. You came forward with an excellent idea,
and you obviously involved your parents and community leaders.
What was the biggest hurdle you had to get over in bringing all
these people together?

Mr. LUCK. I think it was convincing them that we were worth-
while. As I said, there was a teen center in our community just 10
years ago, so for the community to once again rally behind and em-
brace another teen center and fund it and support itit was tough
for us to gather people around to support teens again doing a posi-
tive thing.

Senator MURRAY. Well, you did an excellent job, and I will take
your success back to my SAYIT group and tell them to keep work-
ing, and they can do it, too. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the hearing today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator, for those very helpful com-

ments.
I would like to try to put things in perspective here for all of you,

having listened to the first panel. I think the second panel has out-
lined why we have tried to direct this legislation toward helping
communities to better utilize facilities and to work together to
share common problems and find answers together. That is why I
get somewhat irritated when I find that it has been cleverly
changed to take a different direction, when it is as important as
it is.

I think it is important for us to understand that there are re-
sources out there which our society, that through convention, tradi-
tion or just failure to understand can be better utilized. Through
cooperation, those facilities could be utilized to a much greater ex-
tent by all of us working together. There is no reason why schools
have to close the minute the last kid leaves. They are there; it is
a lot less expensive to open them up. Maybe somebody else has to
pick up the tab for custodial services or whatever. But rather than
build a whole new building or whatever else, it makes more sense
to use the existing facilities.

This country has to reexamine a lot of structural problems that
we have, not the least of which is the one we are facing to a certain
extent here today. The problem is two-worker families, the amount
of time that the parents are not home at all because of the obliga-
tions to provide for the family and all the other demands that we
have in our society now. We have not changed our structure. There
is no reason why school should end as earlier as it does, and we
should change that. We should have more opportunities for young
people. We should shorten the summers; it is anti-educational to
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shut schools down for over 30 days because kids' learning starts
dissipating and being reduced. So there are a lot of things we cando.

As I stated, it is a resource problem, and the question is how tobetter utilize those resources.
Brad, I want to share with you that when I was in high school,

my sister and I started our teen center in Rutland, VT. I will nottell you how many years ago that was, but I guess what goes
around comes around. We had a very difficult time, and finally, the
Rotary Club, who had a building, opened the building up for us andprovid.ed some of the funding. It struggled on for many years andthen shut down. Then we started another one, and that shut down.
We have to get some continuity to these operations.

Well, you have got to straighten out my opening comment that
you are "the quarterback of the basketball team."

Mr. LUCK. The quarterback of the football team.
The CHAIRMAN. OKand you play basketball?
Mr. LUCK. And play basketball, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How is your team doing?
Mr. LUCK. Pretty good. We should be in the State finals in the

next couple weeks.
Ms. LUCK. He is missing the game to be here, Senator, so we do

not know. We will call home and find out.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Smith, I want to commend you for your testi-mony. It was very enlightening. In your testimony, you stated that

"Children seek a clear direction as well as both a need and desire
to have a strong parental and/or adult mentoring bond." I find thatchoice of words very interesting, that there is "a need and desire"
for a strong adult presence. Yet on page 13 of your study, when youasked the kids to name their biggest hero, the number one answerexpressed by 21 percent was "No one." "A parent" finished second,
with 16 percent, and I find that kind of revealing. Are we not deliv-ering what kids need in the sense of parental or adult leadership,
or what is the answer?

Mr. SMITH. I think I agree with everybody that times are chang-ing, and the demands on adults with respect to youth are very dif-ferent than they were 30 years ago. But what we findand maybe
Brad can tell me if this is consistent with what he seesis thatyoung people are looking for adult role models, they are looking atadults in respect to their behavior. They do want to respect adults.Sometimes, they are not given that opportunity, and that is ashame.

To put that 20 percent in perspective, though, it means that 80percent do have adult role models that they admire; but it is sadthat one in five do not. I think that we have to encouragewhat
is so exciting about Sue's testimony is you see somebody who really
has a vested interested in young people. There are those people outthere, and we have to bring them together. That is why I think
your initiatives here are so important.

The CiiAIRMAN. What impact has television had on that aspect?When I was growing up, we did notwell, we had television after
a whilebut most of our time after dinner was spent playing
games in the family. There was a lot more communication with the
adults, outside activities, and so on.
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Mr. SMITH. I think it is probably less of an influence than We
think it is, and I say that with the exception perhaps of violence.
There have been studies that show a direct correction there, but it
is more of a background noise. It does not influence young people
nearly as much as parental values and peer influences do, but it
has some influence. I look to my expert for confirmation here.

The CHAIRMAN. What do we need to do to be better adults so that
our children become better kids?

Mr. SMITH. We have to take the time to be with them more. And
it is not just time, it is letting them know that we careif we are
not there, to call and check on them, to have them with someone
we trust, to look at who their friends are and try to direct them
into peer groups that are not going to expose them to risk behav-
iors. Showing that you care is really the biggest quality, I think,
that a parent today can have.

Again, we have a hugely different landscape than when you and
I grew up, and we have to be creative, and I think that what you
are doing here is addressing present needs and needs that we are
going to have even more in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. In your testimony, you mentioned the importance
of character education as one of the key elements of good after-
school programs. In 1994, we included as a part of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act a Character Education Program
which allowed communities to develop Character Education Pro-
grams within certain boundaries defined by the Act.

I supported that Act, obviously, and I agree that it is probably
an important part of after-school programs; but I remember well
that one of the key battles we fought in passing that particular Act
was against the wariness of the Government prescribing exactly
what is meant by "character." We had some real problems with
that.

Mr. SMITH. Well, there are pretty much established universal
principles. Sue mentioned some that the YMCA has identified. I
think that each community can look at what characteristics or
character elements they would like to instill in young people. And
interestingly, when this process is done, having spoken to a lot of
character education people, there are usually six or seven that ev-
eryone agrees with, and then other communities may add two or
three, but it is not a difficult process. I mean, we all agree on a
lot of the fundamental character principles.

The CHAIRMAN. Apart from adult involvement and a character
development component, you list two other major ingredients which
make up the recipe for successful a after-school programclear,
concise messages such as "Just say No," and flexibility at the local
level. Those four ingredients are a delicate combination. How do
you recommend the Federal Government strike the appropriate
balance between local flexibility and the Federal oversight that is
required where Federal funds are involved?

Mr. SMITH. Well, I think in respect to the Federal role, the Gov-
ernment receives a lot of financial resources to distribute, and rath-
er than enlarging bureaucracies, if we can give money directly to
States, and even past the State bureaucracies, to local commu-
nities, that seems to be a challenge that you face but something
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that is needed, since it is the local community that really decides
what programs are best in that community.

I think in respect to directed messages, we have got to be a lot
clearer in what is expected of young people. I agree with what Brad
said in regard to what their center has decid.ed onthey do not
need more messages that say do not do this, or do not do that.
They need activities that help to both occupy their time and direct
them toward positive, preventive courses.

The CHAIRMAN. How do we measure the success of these pro-
grams? Is it possible, and should it be done?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, I think there are general markets, and we are
seeing them. There certainly are a lot of surveys that you are
aware of that the Governments funds, showing use of alcohol,
drugs, sexual activity, violence and tobacco use. So in respect to
risk behaviors, there are a lot of markers.

The direction, incidentally, in most of these behaviors is very fa-
vorable today with the exception of drug use. That is an area that
we have got to focus on more.

The CHAIRMAN. Brad, let me turn to you on that. How do you
measure success?

Mr. Lucx. I guess our success would be our attendance rate and
the general appearance and general enthusiasm for the teen center.
In our teen center, I guess that is how we would measure our suc-cess.

In general, it is mainly if we can keep kids doing something pro-ductive or doing an activity, whether it be at the center or some-thing that we sponsor somewhere else. I think it is mainly our at-
tendance and the enthusiasm that the kids have.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you work with law enforcement people at all?
What kind of relationship do you have with them?

Mr. LUCK. We are very close with our local police. Our captain
of police is very involved with the teen center from the beginning.
They are large supporters of the teen center. They met with us last
week when Attorney General Reno came. So they are very support-
ive, and they have seen progress from the teen center and have
seen less of kids hanging around and loitering around the local
McDonalds or the local parking lots, and they have seen more kids
at the teen center, so they are very supportive.

The CHAIRIVIAN. So do they sort of urge kids to go there?
Mr. LUCK. They do. When they see kids loitering around different

places, they will mention why not go to the teen center. They also
give us feedback if some kids say, "No, we do not want to go there."
The officers will digest the reasons why and figure out things tohelp us provide more activities for a diverse group. Also, I think
kids are getting along better with the police in our community. It
is not so much that they are authority figures now, because it is
typical for a police officer to stop in on a Friday night or to driveby the teen center or to be at one of our meetings. So it is more
of a friendly relationship, "Hi, how are you?" instead of I hate to
see him pull me over, or I hate to see him driving around town.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you handle alcohol? How do you handle
it if a six-pack arrives at the teen center?

Mr. LUCK. Well, luckily we have not faced that problem yet, and
certainly that will take on a life of its own when it does arrive. We
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have rules and policies in place, and both of our directors are
young teachers in their 20's. There are two of them, and they are
really great at dealing with things on the spot and making good de-
cisions for us and for the teens, and they are very supportive of our
actions.

The CHAIRMAN. Another duty of this committee is in regard to
teen smoking. Do you have any rules on teen smoking?

Mr. LUCK. Well, Vermont is obviously very different. If you are
under 18, it is now against the law to smoke. I am not sure if that
is nationwide. There is no smoking on teen center grounds, there
is no smoking on public property. It is against the law now. Before,
it was an issue, when we were first starting the teen center, if wehad a smoking area outside, but now that it is against the law, it
is not allowed anywhere.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you must feel pretty proud of Brad, Ms.
Luck.

Ms. LUCK. I do feel proud, and it is again a privilege to be here
with him speaking about out-of-schooltime.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you for your testimony. I am a
big believer in the YMCAs and the programs they have. What kind
of public support is there for the program in your community?

Ms. LUCK. In Burlington, VT, we have great public support in
that, as I stated, many of our programs run in elementary schools.
We run these programs rent-free Lecause our position is that we
are a partner in that community; we are partners to families in
that school to say what more do children and families in a South
Burlington elementary school or a Williston Elementary School
need. And they need good after-school care.

It is typically not the business of public education to provide
after-school care. That is not their mission or potentially what they
are good at. Often, other organizations are good at that. So in our
community, we have built and enjoyed the pleasure of a great col-
laborative situation in schools where we are the partner, and we
come in and provide after-school care. That is a very rich compo-
nent of our program.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you arrange the after-school work? What
kind of hierarchy do you have to move through, and how do you
get permission to do that, and what kind of cooperation do you get?

Ms. LUCK. In elementary school?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. Lucky. Often, it is a grassroots approach that starts with a

PTO and a group of parents who say, "We need help in our, after-
school hours. What can we do?" Then, there is often a look in com-
munities at who provides after-school care. We often come in and
will give a presentation. It then moves to the level of the building
principal and teachers, if there is a committeewhat rooms will
you need? Who will touch my scissors and markersand under-
standing and being respectful of elementary school teachers, their
work and their space. And you have got to build that, Senator Jef-
fords. It does not just happen. You have got to build that respect
for their space and then build a common respect for what children
need and how we can provide it. So we work from the parents to
the teachers and elementary teachers, on to the school board, typi-
cally, and whatever hierarchical situation arises.
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After the buy-in of all of those key stakeholders, you have what
I call a collaborative and ready-to-run program, and we are ready
to do that. Without that, we typically will not come in and do a pro-
gram. If we are seen as a vendor or an add-on that maybe can have
a little corner of a on Tuesdays from 2 to 2:40, and the art
room on Thursdays 1Prrionm 4 to 4:10, but only if the art teachers is
absent, that is not collaboration; that is not richness and wholeness
in after-school hours. So our YMCA has been able to pride our-
selves to be able to be credible and come in and say what children
need and how we can provide it and where we can find the balance.
But a little corner of the cafeteria does not make a collaboration.
So we are experienced in building those relationships, which build
programs, which build communities, which enrich the lives of chil-
dren.

The CHAIRMAN. The complaint I sometimes hear from school peo-
ple is we would- -love to have them come in, but the liability prob-
lem is too great; it is a problem. So we do not let them in because
we might be liable for injuries.

Ms. LUCK. We have operated for 12 years now, at 19 locations
which, in Vermont, is a very large slice of the populationand we
have not found that an issue. We carry as a rider on our insurance
liability policy each and every school in which we operate, and we
name them additionally insured, and they also name us addition-
ally insured.

I understand from our carriers that that is a very minimalzero,
I have heard from our school districtsexpense to them, and mini-
mal to us. So we mutually insure each other, and that relationship
has worked in Vermont. I am not familiar with other States and
how it has worked.

The CHAIRMAN. I have the feeling it is more of an excuse than
anything else.

s. LUCK. I have the feeling it may be.
The CHAIRMAN. I see a lot of heads nodding out in the audience.
Ms. LUCK. If people are willing to do the research, and I think

many YMCAs will tell youobviously, YMCAs are in 8,000 loca-
tions, 84 percent of which are in school buildings, so something is
very right about those relationships, and I suspect liability is not
an issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you all very, very much. We deeply
appreciate your testimony. Good luck to you, Brad, in your endeav-
ors.

Mr. LUCK. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, Senator Murray's statement

will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statement of enator Murray follows:]

PREPARED STATEME OF SENATOR MURRAY

Mr. Chairman, I want to tha k you for holding this hearing
today; there are few more importa t needs before us than that for
quality services for children outsid the hours they spend in the
classroom.

I want to voice my opinion regard g Chairman Jeffords irrita-
tion about the Administration's propo d changes to the 21st Cen-
tury Learning Centers. I want to add t at, although it does appear
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that Administration has worked with the National Community
Education Association and the Mott Foundation, I think it is im-
portant for us to recognize that after school programs are vital
and so are community education programs for seniors, adults and
families. Whatever we do over the next few years, we must invest
in both community education and after-school programs. I want to
work with Chairman Jeffords and the Department as we work out
solutions for these two important and related goals.

Community education is vital. The Mott Foundation has been in-
volved in this work for decades, and the Federal Government has
become involved in recent years. I see opening the school doors,
and tying communities and schools more closely together as an idea
for the future.

Programs that happen outside school hours are again, critical.
One such service for children and their families, is a summer pro-
gram called Skagit County Best SELF. This program, in my State,
provides activities and nutrition services to children and families in
the community. Best SELF also provides special assistance to
young children, who are especially in needincluding intensive
case management and home-based services, they work with school
special education staff as needed.

In a forthcoming report on the effectiveness of this program, we
are going to hear that since 1995, when Best SELF began identify-
ing children at risk, and began to offer them services, there have
been measurable decreases in juvenile crime. They have found that
for individual students there are "before" and "after" changes, in
terms of aggressive behaviors and acting out. This has, again, led
to lower juvenile crime in Skagit County than other counties in the
comparative study. The program was built around the Federal
Summer Food Program, which I've fought to protectbut this or
other funding can help communities across the country to begin
Best SELF-type programs for their own children and communities.

I see the Administration's efforts to expand after school pro-
grams, and the responses proposed by Democrats and Republicans
in Congressas supportive of things like Best SELF, but we must
do everything we can to strengthen the links between schools,
health organizations, and a variety of community-based organiza-
tions.

One of the most important things we can do on this whole issue
of what children do with their afternoons, of course, is change the
school day. Research now has begun to show that while adolescent
sleep patterns are a bit different from adults, children and adoles-
cents benefit from the same work day as their parents and fami-
lies. Adults typically start their workday at 8 or 9 am., and are
busy until 4 or 5 or 6 p.m. There are many reasons that it makes
sense to look at changing school schedules to better fit students' in-
ternal clocksto take advantage of when they learn best. Mothers
Against Violence In America and other organizations are working
on educating America about this issue of schedulingI encourage
people to follow their work. We cannot allow the bus schedule or
other choices made by the adults in the system to ignore the learn-
ing needs of the student. In addition, many of the problems that
are created by parents and children having different schedules
after school child care, transportation problems, the phone lines
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burning up as parents check on children's safety in the after-
noonsmany of these problems go away as the family becomes the
most effective car pool on the rowd.

Thank you for allowing me to share a few thoughts about this
important issue, and thank you to all the people who have brought
us information today.

The CHAIRMAN. For our third and final panel, we bring together
representatives from key players in meeting the needs of our
school-age children and youth.

Arthur Sheninger is representing the National Association of El-
ementary School Principals. He is the principal at Hatchery Hill
School in Hackettstown, NJ. Mr. Sheninger became interested in
school-age child care over a decade ago. In 1989, he worked out of
a cooperative arrangement with Catholic Charities to sponsor an
innovative after-school program in Warren County, NJ. During the
past decade, the program he developed with Catholic Charities has
grown and evolved to meet the constantly changing needs of the
city, families and communities of Warren County. Wow. Go ahead.
STATEMENTS OF ARTHUR W. SHENINGER, PRINCIPAL, HATCH-

ERY HILL SCHOOL, HACKETTSTOWN, NJ, ON BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS; LINDA CHILDEARS, PRESIDENT, YOUNG AMER-
ICANS BANK, DENVER, CO, AND PRESIDENT, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS, NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF NATIONAL VOLUNTARY
HEALTH AND SOCIAL WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS; AND
THOMAS C. FRAZIER, COMMISSIONER, BALTIMORE CITY
POLICY DEPARTMENT, BALTIMORE, MD, ON BEHALF OF
FIGHT CRIME: INVEST IN KIDS
Mr. SHENINGER. Thank you, Senator. I represent the National

Association of Elementary School Principals today.
I want to thank you for inviting me here. As you said, my name

is Arthur Sheninger, and I am the principal of Hatchery Hill
School in Hackettstown, NJ. I have been an elementary school
principal for 24 years. I am appearing today as a principal and as
a spokesperson for the National Association of Elementary School
Principals, which represents 28,000 elementary and middle school
principals in the United States.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on school-age child care
and ask that my written statement be included in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be.
Mr. SHENINGER. The National Association of Elementary School

Principals has a longstanding interest in child care. In 1993, the
Association published "Standards for Quality School-Age Child
Care," undertaken in collaboration with the Wellesley College
School-Age Child Care Project. I served on the review committee
for that publication, and I have brought copies of the book and
other materials for members of the committee.

The CHAIRIVIAN. I have it here, just to let you know that it is
being noticed.

Mr. SHENINGER. Thank you.
NAESP members are overwhelmingly in favor of supervision of

children before and after school. In a 1988 survey of 1,175 prin-
cipals, two-thirds of the respondents said public schools should be
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involved in child care. A 1993 study by the U.S. Department of
Education estimated that 1.7 million children in grades kinder-
garten through 8 were in 49,500 extended-day programs. About
one-third of these programs were located in public schools, al-
though not necessarily administered by them.

Examples of public school programs include those that contain a
high academic component, emphasize coordinated services, or com-
bined donated or rented school facilities with community agency
administration.

Schools need not be the providers of the child care, but they
should work with parents and the community in support of quality
child care. NAESP does not support using existing Federal edu-
cation funds for child care, but we would welcome the availability
of other Federal funding designated for child care.

There are several characteristics that must be present in order
for child care to meet the needs of families. NEASP has identified
some essential steps in designing a program, along with 19 stand-
ards of excellence.

It is important to build a partnership that has strong leadership,
clear goals and an action plan. An assessment of needs and current
resources should be conducted. Funding must be identified and
rules communicated. Decisions should be made about scholarships,
a sliding scale, or other fee options. The community must make
sure that parents can and will participate in the program.

Who is best to administer the program? It may or may not be the
school. That decision should rest with the principal. Other consid-
erations involve location and the use of the space and its contents.
There should be a formalized relationship between the school and
the program. Teachers and child care workers should know each
other. 'This will help clarify roles and responsibilities. The space,
whether a school or other side, should be clean, adequate in size
and well-equipped.

Several of NAESP's standards address relationships. Staff mem-
bers must relate well to children, and child-to-staff ratios should be
small. The staff must also form partnerships as a staff and with
the children's families. Programs should provide a wide variety of
activities. Sometimes children need a lot of physical activity; at
other times, they want to express themselves through the arts, or
learn new facts and skills. It is also important to provide sufficient
supplies and equipment to support the development of the chil-
dren's creativity and their social, cognitive and motor skills.

Program administration should be undertaken with care and at-
tention to detail. In a school, is the space to be donated or rented?
Who is accountable and liable? What about the use of equipment
and materials? Such agreements need to be spelled out in writing.

Now I would like to tell you about my school's program. I have
been active, as you have indicated, since 1988. In Hackettstown, we
also have another program that we call "First Contact." The pur-
pose of First Contact is when people move into our community, we
want to make them feel at home, so we give them a pamphlet with
information, including a number of materials. It includes things
like bus schedules, train schedules, lists of social agencies, and we
also include a list of all the child care providers in the area, includ-
ing the ones that are housed in our schools. We feel it is important
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that parents have this information. So one thing that we can do
right up front is to let parents know and make them aware of what
opportunities there are out there for child care.

The decision about housing a child care program in a school
needs to be made at the local level. Each school is unique, and that
is important to keep in mind. In 1988, when I first became in-
volved, I did not feel that I had the expertise or the time to estab-
lish a program in my own school; but with the support of our board
of education, in 1989, we entered into an agreement with Catholic
Charities, a social service agency, allowing them to use our facili-
ties to offer an after-school program. Our district provides free use
of rooms, equipment and in-kind services such as custodial serv-
ices, use of equipment.

Catholic Charities, on the other hand, is responsible for staffing
and all administration, including liability insurance. We do have a
memorandum of understanding that spells out what our require-
ments are and what theirs are.

A sliding fee scale is utilized ranging from $76 to $148 per month
per child, and this is from 3 to 6 care. Our program was the first
such endeavor in our county, and since that time, eight other pro-
grams have been established.

In the summer of 1990, we expanded the services to include a
summer child care program. Last year, we instituted a before-
school breakfast program. So when I was listening to Assistant Sec-
retary Tirozzi's comments about schools being open, our schools are
open from 7:45 in the morning until about 10 o'clock at night with
activitiesand that is not uncommon in schools. It is not a unique
situation. Each school has to make the decision as to what they can
and cannot do, and a number of variables apply here.

The CHAIRMAN. That is in your district or for the whole State?
Mr. SHENINGER. That is our district. But I would clarify that I

know there are schools across the country that do this. I have
talked to people at national principals' conventions, and the com-
mittee that I served on had representatives from all over the coun-
try, and there are schools all across the country that are doing
thin s like this.

at can the Federal Government do? The Federal Government
can do two things, I think. First, you can encourage school dis-
tricts, social service agencies, and businesses to join forces to estab-
lish sites. I was pleased to hear Ms. Luck's ideas and the things
she mentioned about the program that they are involved in, be-
cause it is very similar to ours. So it can be done with that type
of collaborative effort.

It is important that you advertise and publish success stories.
Let people out there know that these programs can work, and they
do work.

Financial incentives can also help with start-up costs or help to
subsidize low-income clients. However, I encourage you not to di-
vert funding that is currently allocated to education for these in-
centives.

Every dollar of State and Federal funds is critical, and it is criti-
cal to us to maintain services and programs in schools.

Thank you, Senator. I would be happy to answer questions you
may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for very helpful testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sheninger follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W. SHENINGER

Good morning, Chairman Jeffords, Senator Kennedy, and members of the commit-tee. My name is Arthur Sheninger, and I am the principal of the Hatchery Hill
School in Hackettstown, New Jersey. I am appearing today both in my capacity as
a principal and as a spokesperson for the National Association of Elementary School
Principals (NAESP), which represents nearly 28,000 elementary and middle school
principals. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on the important topic of school-
age child care, and I ask that my written statement be submitted for the hearingrecord.

I am pleased that the committee is holding this hearing, because child-care is a
major concern in our nation. As a principal, I am well aware of the struggles of fam-
ilies to find quality, affordable child care in a setting that is safe and stimulating
for children. IVIy remarks will focus on child care for school-age children before and
after school.

The National Association of Elementary School Principals has a longstanding in-
terest in child care. This interest was exhibited in the Association's 1993 publica-
tion, Standards for Quality School-Age Child Care, a project undertaken in collabo-
ration with the Wellesley College School-Age Child Care 13roject. I had the pleasure
of serving on the review committee for that publication, the second edition of whichis to be completed this year. Many of our state affiliates have hosted workshops for
school-community teams interested in establishing child care programs.

NAESP members are overwhelmingly in favor of supervision of children before
and after school. In a 1988 survey of 1,175 principals, NAESP found that two-thirds
of the respondents felt that public schools should be involved in child care. A 1993study by the U.S. Department of Education estimates that 1.7 million children in
grades Kindergarten through 8 were enrolled in 49,500 extended-day programs. Ap-
proximately one-third of these programs were located in public schools, though not
necessarily administered by them. Public school involvement in child care may take
any of a number of forms. Some of the many examples include programs that extendthe school day and contain a high academic component, programs emphasizing co-
ordinated services by the school and community agencies, or arrangements wherebythe school facilities are rented or donated as an in-kind contribution to a program
that is staffed and run by one or more community agencies. It is important to be
aware that each school and community is unique, and the level of school involve-ment in child care will vary among communities. Schools need not be the providersof child care, but it is important for schools to work with parents and the commu-nity in support of quality child care programs. NAESP does not support the diver-
sion of Federal education funds to child care programs, but we would welcome the
availability of other Federal funding that is specifically designated for child care.

Regardless of the structure of the program, there are a number of characteristics
that must be present in order for a school-age child care program to meet the needs
of children and families. NAESP has identified a number of essential steps to take
in designing a school-age child care program, along with 19 "standards of excellence"
for providing safe and stimulating environments for 5- to 13-year-old children when
school is out and their parents are not present.

It is important, first, to build a partnership of the stakeholders. The partnership
needs to have strong leadership, clear goals, and an action plan. A needs assessment
should be conducted to determine the existing resources and needs for a child care
program. Funding availability must be determined and rules clearly communicated.The fees for participation should be set, with decisions made about possible sti-
pends, scholarships, a sliding scale, or other fee options. The community must make
sure that parents will participate in and can afford the planned program. In design-ing the program, it is important to decide who is best to administer it. It may ormay not be the school, and that decision should rest with the principal. Other de-sign considerations include program location and agreements regarding the use ofthe space and its contents. Space is one of the critical elements for schools, espe-
cially now as the elementary and secondary school population escalates. The ideal
for a school-based program is to have a separate area allocated for the child care
program, as teachers and staff are often wary of having their classrooms or officesused for child care.

If the program is in a school, one of NAESP's standards of -kcellence calls for the
school to formalize its relationship with the program. Teachers and child care work-
ers should know each other and work together whenever possible. This will help to
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ensure sound communication and clarify policies, roles, and responsibilities to bene-
fit the children served.

The space chosen to house the program, whether a school or other site, should
be clean, well organized, adequate in size, and equipped with a variety of materials,
supplies, and equipment. Regarding size, NAESP recommends at least 35 square
feet per child inside and at least 75 square feet per child outside.

Within the realm of human relationships, there are a number of standards on the
NAESP list. The staff members of any child care program must relate well to chil-
drendemonstrating warMth and respect and actively promoting children's develop-
ment and self-esteem. This is best accomplished when child-to-staff ratios are small.
The staff must also be able to form partnerships as a staff and with the children's
families. This calls for clear and frequent communication, goal setting, and problem
solving.

The_program should provide a wide variety of activities and settings for the chil-
dren. Sometimes children need a lot of physical activity, to blow off steam and feel
their own strength. At other times, they may want to express themselves through
the visual or performing arts or learn new facts and skills. Opportunities for quiet
and solitude should be available, as should group activities. It is also important to
provide sufficient supplies and equipment to support the development of the chil-
dren's large and small motor skills, cognitive skills, creativity, and social skills.

Program administration i? obvibusly a great responsibility, and those undertaking
such a task must enter into it with care and attention to detail When the child care
program is to be located in a school, is the space to be donated or rented? Who is
accountable and liable and who is to serve as the fiscal agent? What about the use
of the school's equipment and materials? Such agreements need to be clearly spelled
out in writing, as in a contract, lease, or memorandum of understanding.

Now I'd like to tell you about the program at my school. I first became interested
in school-age child care in 1988. Since that time I have attended several workshops
and seminars and have been involved in establishing programs. One way schools
can assist parents in finding after-school care and activities in, serving as a resource
and providing information. In Hackettstown we have a program entitled First Con-
tact. 'When parents register their children we provide them with a packet of mate-
rials to help acquaint them with the community.

As has been mentioned, school districts can also assist in meeting the critical need
for child care by allowing schools to be utilized as child care facilities. This can be
done either through an in-house program sponsored by the school district or through
a cooperative arrangement with an outside agency. This decision needs to be deter-
mined at the local level. I did not feel I had the expeitise or the time to establish
a program on my own in my school. I also did not want to burden taxpayers with
the cost of supporting an after-school program. With the support of our Board of
Education, in 1989 we entered an arrangement with Catholic Charities, a social
service agency in our county, allowing them to use our facilities to offer an after-
school child care program. The district provides free use of rooms in the school id
in-kind services, such as cleaning and use of equipment. Catholic Charities is re-
sponsible for staffingmanagement, supervision, liability insurance, and all finan-
cial aspects of the program. A sliding fee scale is currently utilized ranging from
$76.00 to $148.00 per month per child. By offering free use of the facilities and in-
kind services, we enable the agency to maintain lower operating costs and provide
a much-needed service to the community. The Hackettstown program was the first
such endeavor in our county. Since its inception, eight other programs have been
established.

In the summer of 1990 we decided to expand the services to include a summer
child care program. This program operates Monday through Friday from 7:30 am.
to 6:00 p.m. Students participate in a number of activities, including supervised
recreation, PTA enrichment classes, field trips, and swimming at the community
pool. Fees are also based on a sliding scale.

Last year, as part of the National School Lunch Program, we instituted a before-
school breakfast program. Parents now have the option of having their children ar-
rive at school at 7:45 am. and remain in the child care program until 6:00 pm.

The Federal Government can assist in establishing child care programs by encour-
aging school districts, social service agencies, and businesses to join forces to estab-
lish sites. This can be accomplished by publishing success stories, highlighting the
benefits to be derived from these alliances. Financial incentives can also 'be offered
by the government to underwrite start-up costs of subsidize low-income clients.
However, I endourage you not to divert funding currently allocated to education to
provide these incentives. Every dollar of State and Federal funds is critical to the
maintenance of services and programs in schools. With your assistance, schools can
play a critical role in meeting the after-school child care needs of children.

5 6
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Thank you again for this opportunity to testify. I will be happy to answer anyquestions.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Linda Childears is the president and chief
operating officer of Young Americans. Bank and the Young Ameri-
cans Education Foundation in Denver, CO. I am very familiar with
your activities there. These two entities focus on the economic edu-
cation of young people so they will be competent and knowledge-
able in managing their financial affairs.

The Young Americans Bank is exclusively for young people under
22 years of age. Through using the bank's services, young people
learn the proper use of bank services and personal financial re-
sponsibility. The Foundation provides a variety of educational ac-
tivities for young people, which provide hands-on lessons in free en-
terprise entrepreneurism and financial investment.

Ms. Childears currently serves as president of the board of the
National Assembly, a coalition of 52 major voluntary health and
human services organizations in the United States. She is here rep-
resenting the National Assembly.

Ms. Childears is also past president of the National Campfire
Boys and Girls.

You have been doing a good job in a lot of places. Please proceed.
Ms. CHILDEARS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am delighted to be here with you today to discuss the role of com-
munity-based organizations in meeting the needs of our children in
nonschool hours.

As you mentioned, the National Assembly, which was founded in
1923, represents 54actually, my bio needs updatingof the Na-
tion's leading national health and human services organizations.

The National Assembly has an affinity group called the National
Collaboration for Youth, which has 22 of our members involved,
and they are all organizations which serve youth. It was organized
in 1973, and it has become a major voice for positive youth develop-
ment, especially in the out-of-school hours. Members of the Collabo-
ration for Youth are among the Nation's largest providers of non-
school care. Collectively, National Collaboration members service
more than 40 million American children and youth each year, in-
volving more than 5 million volunteers. YMCA alone, which you
have heard a lot about today, through 2,200 local affiliates, serves
more than 7.5 million youngsters.

Add to these programs other providers, like Camp Fire, 4-H,
Boys and Girls Clubs, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, and you begin
to get a picture of the out-of-school reach of private, community-
based organizations in America and the children they serve.

Our programs vary from site to site in order to meet more appro-
priately the needs of the various communities. they include such
things as mentoring, camps, sports, leadership development, com-
munity service and other youth development strategies.

Mr. Chairman, your use of the term "nonschool hours" in describ-
ing the subject of today's hearing is most appropriate. Too often
when we speak of school-age care, we limit the discussion to after-
school care. This simply leads to solutions that are limited, and
keeping schools open a few extra hours, as we have been talking
about this morning, does not always answer everything we need.
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While this is an initiative that we applaud, it is important to
note that the needs of school-age children and their parents go be-
yond the end of the day or the normal work day.

Community-based programs such as those represented by the
National Collaboration for Youth provide development services
after school, on weekends, during the summer, and during the va-
cation periods. Private community-based organizations are in place
and are in the business of youth development. When it comes to
school-age care, we are an important part of the solution, and we
appreciate very much being included in the equation during this
committee's deliberations.

I should note that the National Collaboration agencies are well
aware of the attention of this committee and of its chairman to the
needs of school-age youth and working families. We know that your
bill, S. 1037, the CIDCARE Act, was one of the first child care laills
introduced during this Congress, and we know of your longstanding
commitment over the years. You and your staff are to be com-
mended for your quest for quality in developing a workable, com-
munity-based, locally-driven approach to providing developmentally
appropriate activities for young people when school is not in ses-
sion.

Others have followed your lead, including the President, with
this proposal for a $21 billion child care initiative. The recent em-
phasis on child care issues has in fact led the Congressional Quar-
terly to recently suggest that it is not whether child care legislation
will be approved during this Congress, but how.

Regarding child care legislation in general, the National Collabo-
ration's advocacy with the Congress and the White House has been
twofolddo not forget the needs of school-age children, and do not
forget the importance of private, community-based organizations as
service providers.

By the simple act of convening this hearing, it is clear that the
committee already understands. I would like to spend the balance
of my time discussing the barriers that our organizations face. We
might list them as seven items: 1) attitudes about the need for and
value of school-age care; 2) the lack of true partnerships with pub-
lic schools; 3) the need for facilities; 4) the burden of start-up costs;
5) the need for transportational access; 6) the affordability for those
who might benefit most from school-age care; and 7) resources for
training paid staff and volunteers.

Legislation should be about more than simply starting new pro-
_grams. Rather, it should encourage work with programs that al-
ready exist. What we need most is the "glue" money that strings
the existing program services together, rather than having pro-
grams operate in isolation with parents left to sort out those loose
strands on their own. Some parents, when faced with that alter-
native, simply give up and leave some 5 million school-age children
at home and at risk.

Regarding the first barrier, attitudes about the need for and
quality of 'school-age care, let me say that too frequently, the Na-
tion thinks of child care as a custodial problem rather than a devel-
opmental opportunity. This is especially true of school-age care. We
need safe places for children and youth, but we also need positive
activities which promote growth. To simply corral young people in
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facilities without quality programs and trained staff, providing lit-tle more than babysitting services, misses an opportunity that thisNation can ill afford.
In Federal legislation, we have begun to talk about the impor-

tance of child development. It is important that we now talk aboutyouth development with the same urgency. One way to do thiswould be to establish rewards and incentives for adherence to rec-ognized standards of quality such as those developed by the Na-tional School-Age Care Alliance and other accrediting bodies.
The second barrier is lack of true partnerships with schools. Al-though talk of collaboration between community-based organiza-tions and public schools is not new, without care, the collaboration

can begin to look like representation on an advisory committee.
What children and youth need in nonschool hours is a true multi-program delivery system with a variety of agencies and programssubcontracting to provide activities and experiences based on theirparticular areas of expertise and available resources. This is morethan just a seat at the table. It means real partnerships and newways of operating in many of our communities.
Legislation could help by increasing the ability of communityschools and their partners to access Federal dollars to help under-

write costs, including programs like Safe and Drug-Free Schools,
Title I, and school lunch programs.

The third barrier is need for facilities. Non-school programs re-quire flexible space which allows for program structure and con-tains adequate equipment to provide both mental and physical
stimulation and skill development. Resources are needed for ren-ovation. The addition of summer programs may require air condi-
tioning. Access is needed to cooking facilities to provide snacks andmeals for full-time programs. Renovation is important, since some-times local health and fire code regulations are necessary to oper-ate school-age programs.

Legislation should take into account the cost of providing suit-
able sites for nonschool care when school is not in session. Incen-
tives for schools to open their facilities to community-based organi-
zations during nonschool times, including summers, might be oneway to accomplish this.

The fourth barrier concerns the burden of start-up costs. Costsrelated to basic start-up supplies like furniture, storage carts,books, games, computer, and recreational equipment can be high.Some kind of dedicated funding mechanism would be helpful.Need for transportational access is the fifth barrier. Rural and
low-income communities are particularly troubled by this barrier.
Families needing out-of-school care are most affected. Who will
transport children to and from the school? Who will get childrenback home?

The sixth barrier is affordability to those who might benefit mostfrom school-age care. Much school-age care is fee-based. For exam-ple, Camp Fire Councils provide services for a sliding scale fee,with partial or full scholarships provided out of United Way fundsor other nonpublic sources. To serve more kids whose parents can-not afford to pay, additional resources must be brought to bear.
Resources for training paid staff and volunteers is the last bar-

rier. Well-trained staff and volunteers are key to the quality of any
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program. But parent education requires resources, and parents are
involved. With regard to training of paid staff, Congress might con-
sider providing scholarships to enable them to receive ongoing
training. Staff for nonschool programs require specialized training
to meet the developmental needs of older children. This training is
sometimes scarce and makes finding staff with appropriate creden-
tials difficult.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks, and I would be happy
to entertain questions you or committee members may have. Let
me note that in the last few years, we have spoken often about how
it takes a village to raise a child. Perhaps it is time that we focus
instead on what it takes to raise a village. The National Assembly
and its Collaboration for Youth are glad that this committee has
not forgotten that it takes a healthy child to raise that village and
to sustain a national democracy.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Childears follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LINDA CHILDEARS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name is Linda Childears and
I am President of the Board of the National Assembly of National Voluntary Health
and Social Welfare Organizations. I am delighted to appear today to discuss the role
of community-based organizations in meeting the neeois of our children in the non-
school hours. The National Assembly, founded in 1923, represents 54 of this Na-
tion's leading national health and human service charities. In another volunteer ca-
pacity, I have served as the National President of Camp Fire Boys and Girls, which
is a member of the National Assembly ad its affinity group, the National Collabora-
tion for Youth. In my day-to-day professional life, I am the President of the Young
America's Bank in Denver, Colorado, which is the Nation's only bank for children
and youth. The bank serves youngsters in all 50 States. The National Assembly de-
pends primarily on the dues of its members for its support and receives no Federal
funds.

The Assembly's National Collaboration for Youth is a coalition of twenty-two of
the Nation's most active national youth serving organizations. Organized in 1973,
the NCY has become a major voice for positive youth development, especially in the
out-of-school hours. Members of the Collaboration for Youth are among the Nation's
largest providers of non-schoolcare. Collectively, NCY members provide services to
more than 40 million American children and youth each year, involving more than
five million volunteers. The YMCA alone, for example, through its 2,200 affiliates,
serves more than 7.5 million youngsters. Add to these programs other community-
based providers of other out-of-school care like the I1VCA, Camp Fire, 4H, Boys
& Girls Clubs, the Boys Scouts, and the Girl Scouts, and you begin to get a picture
of the out-of-school reach of private, community-based organizations in providing
care of America's children and youth. Our programs vary from site to site in order
to meet more appropriately the needs of their communities. They include mentoring,
camps, sports, leadership development, community service and other youth develop-
ment strategies.

Mr. Chairman, your use of the term non-school hours in describing the subject
of today's hearing is most appropriate. Too often, when we speak of school-age care,
we limit the scope of our discussion to "after-school" care. This sometimes leads to
solutions which are limited to simply keeping schools open for an extra three or four
hours on the days they are open. While this is an initiative we applaud, it is impor-
tant to note that the needs of our school-age children and their parents do not end
at dusk on school days. Community-based programs such as those represented by
the National Collaboration for Youth provide development services after school, on
weekends, during the summer, and during school vacation periods as well. Private
voluntary community-based organizations are in place and in the business of youth
development. When it comes to school-age care, we are an important part of the so-
lution and we appreciate being included in the equation during this committee's de-
liberations.

I should note that NCY agencies are well aware of the attention of this committee
and its chairman to the needs of school-age youth and working families. Mr. Chair-
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man, we know that your bill, S. 1037, the CIDCARE Act, was one of the first child
care bills introduced during this Congress and we know of your commitment overthe years. You and your staff are to be commended for your "quest for quality" in
developing a workable, community-based, locally-driven approach to providing devel-
opmentally appropriate activities for young people when school is not in session.Others have followed your lead, including the President with his proposal for a$21 billion child care initiative. The recent emphasis on child care issues has, infact, led the Congressional Quarterly to recently suggest that it is not whether child
care legislation will be approved during this Congress but how. Regarding child carelegislation in general, the NCY's advocacy with the Congress and the Inite House
has been twofold: do not forget the needs of school-age children and do not forgetthe importance of private community-based organizations as service providers. Bythe simple act of convening this hearing, it is clear that this committee already un-derstands. With that in mind, I would like to spend my time this morning discuss-
ing barriers faced by community-based organizations that might be addressed bylegislation.

nle barriers we face might be listed succinctly as: 1) attitudes about the need forand value of school-age care; 2) lack of true partnerships with public schools; 3)
need for facilities; 4) the burden of start-up costs; 5) need for transportational ac-cess; 6) affordability for those who might benefit most from school-age care; and 7)
resources for training paid staff and volunteers. I hope that the Congress can trans-form these so-called "barriers" into a sort of "Seven Opportunities for Highly Effec-
tive Child Care Legislation." Legislation should be about more than simply starting
new programs. Rather, it should encourage work with programs that already exist.What we need most is "glue" money to string existing services together, rather than
having programs operate in isolation with parents left to sort out the loose strands
own their own. Some parents, when faced with that alternative, simply give up andleave some five million school-age latch-key children at home and at-risk.

Regarding the first barrier, Attitudes about the Need for and Quality of School-Age Care, let me say that too frequently, the nation thinks of child care as a custo-dial problem instead of a developmental opportunity. This is especially true of
school-age care. We need safe places for children and youth, but we also need posi-
tive activities which promote growth. To simply corral young people in facilities
without quality programs and trained staff, providing little more than baby-sitting
services, misses an opportunity that this nation can ill-afford. In Federal legislation,
we have begun to talk about the importance of child development. It is importantthat we begin to talk about youth development with the same urgency. One wayto do this would be to establish rewards and incentives for adherence to recognizedstandards of quality, such as those developed by the National School-Age Care Alli-
ance and other accrediting bodies.

The second barrier is Lack of True Partnerships with Public Schools. Though talk
of collaboration between community-based organizations and public schools is not
new, without care, that collaboration can begin to look only like representation on
an advisory committee. What children and youth need in the non-school hours is
a true multi-program delivery system, with a variety of agencies and programs sub-
contracting to provide activities and experiences based on their particular areas ofexpertise and available resources. This is more than just a seat at the table. It
means real partnerships and new ways of operating.

Where community-based organizations share space in schools to provide on-site,
after-school care, several questions must be answered. For example, which roomsare open to service providers and which are not? Often, important spaces like cafe-terias and gyms are not available for after-school care. In an ideal situation, space
would be specifically dedicated to non-school programs and consistently available.But many community-based programs must settle for limited space with many re-strictions. They risk being "bumped" without notice if the school has other activities
that require the use of that space.

There is more to establishing a community school than simply leaving facilities
open longer. Schools need to -be seen as "owned" by the community instead of"owned" by the local school system, with community partners being treated as ten-ants. Many schools charge a fee to outside providers for using school facilities. Com-
munity organizations must subtract such fees from monies available for programs.
Legislation could help by increasing the ability of community schools and their part-
ners to access existing Federal dollars to help underwrite costs, including programssuch as Safe and Drug Free Schools, Title I, and school lunch programs.

The third barrier is the Need for Facilities. Non-school programs require flexible
space which allows for program structure and contains adequate equipment to pro-vide both mental and physical stimulation and skill development. Resources areneeded for renovation. The addition of summer programs may require air condi-
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tioning. Access to cooking facilities is needed to provide snacks and meals as needed
in the program time-frame. Access to outdoor facilities is needed for recreation ac-
tivities.

Renovation is also important since sometimes local health and fire code regula-
tions necessary to operate a school-age program after school may be different from
the ones required during the traditional school day. In those instances, community-
based programs must make expensive alterations before beginning the

grorm.One has to wonder why the school facility is safe for children during the sc oo day,
but not safe for the same children, in the same facility, after school when there are
fewer children and a much higher adult/child ratio.

Occupancy funds must be available to pay for facility costs and upkeep, including
utilities and janitorial services. Custodians sometimes charge community-based pro-
grams a fee beyond the aforementioned school access fee. Some programs have faced
situations in which custodians cave simply refused to be available. Custodial fees
can be expensive and further limit the operation of non-school programs, particu-
larly when the required custodians are not available during school vacations, con-
ferences, or during teacher in-service days, when schools are typically closed. Legis-
lation should take into account the cost of providing suitable sites for non-school
care when school is not in session. Incentives for schools to open their facilities to
community-based organizations during non-school times, including summers, might
be one way to accomplish this.

The fourth barrier concerns The Burden of Start-Up Costs. Costs related to basic
start-up supplies like furniture, storage carts, books, games, computers, and rec-
reational equipment can be high. Some kind of dedicated funding mechanism would
be helpful. As mentioned, there are also a number of fees that must be paid prior
to the operation of school-age programs by community-based agencies, including
zoning, licensing, and health and fire department inspections. Such fees can be bur-
densome to the point of decreasing the size and scope of programs or even discour-
aging new starts altogether.

The Need for Transportational Access is the fifth barrier. Rural and low-income
communities are particularly troubled by this barrier. Families most needing out-
of-school care are most affected. Who will transport children from their schools to
an off-site program? How will kids get home or back to school after an off-site pro-
gram? How will Kids take advantage of air-school programs if their parents do not
have cars? Legislation needs to include funds to be used for transportation, perhaps
also providing incentives for schools that agree to use their buses to provide flexible
service.

The sixth barrier is Affordability for Those Who Might Benefit Most from School-
Age Care. Much school-age care is fee-based. For example, Camp Fire Councils pro-
vide services for a sliding-scale fee, with partial or full scholarships provided out of
United Way funds or other non-public sources. To serve more kids whose parents
cannot afford to pay, additional resources must be brought to bear. This barrier is
heightened by the fact that welfare reform legislation does not guarantee subsidies
for schoolage children, nor provide waivers for parents who cannot find care for
their school-age kids. As a result, many parents simply allow their kids to be home
alone. When subsidized care is available, the paperwork involved is extremely
lengthy, discouraging many parents from applying. One solution would be to in-
crease funding dedicated to school-age programs in the Child Care Development
Block Grant so more low-income families can be served.

Resonrces for Training Paid Staff and Volunteers is the last barrier. Well-trained
staff and volunteers are key to quality out-of-school programs. I should emphasize
that many volunteers in community-based programs are parents. But parent edu-
cation requires resources. With regard to training for paid staff, Congress might
consider providing scholarships to enable them to receive ongoing training. Staffs
for non-school programs require specialized training to meet the developmental
needs of older children. This training is sometimes scarce and makes finding staff
with appropriate credentials difficult. At present, most universities do not offer
classes on school-age care. Training costs are intensified when staff retention is dif-
ficult to maintain as is often the case, given the challenging, nontraditional, split-
shift hours and low wages associated with school-age care. The YMCA, for example,
has reported that issues related to lack of training, split-shift work hours, and com-
pensation all work together to make recruiting school-age staff difficult.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks and I will be happy to entertain my
questions you or the committee may have. Let me note that in the last few years
we have spoken often about how it takes a village to raise a child. Perhaps it is
time that we focus instead on what it takes to raise a village. The National Assem-
bly and its National Collaboration for Youth are glad that this committee has not
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forgotten that it takes a healthy child to raise that village and to sustain a national
democracy.

The CHAIRMAN. Our final witness is Thomas Frazier, who has
been commissioner of the Baltimore City Police Department since
1994. Before coming to Baltimore, Commissioner Frazier was a
member of the San Jose Police Department in California, where he
rose through the ranks, commanding every bureau within the de-
partment. He was instrumental in designing and implementing
community-oriented policing in San Jose.

Through his work in community policing, Mr. Frazier has gained
invaluable experience in building community partnerships and as-
sessing the needs of the community. Today, he is here representing
Fight Crime: Invest in Kids. Fight Crime: Invest in Kids is a na-
tional organization which brings together law enforcement, crime
victims and prosecutors, who believe that the best form of crime
prevention is to invest our time, energy and money in our Nation's
children and youth before they commit a crime. Its focus is on pri-
mary prevention through early intervention in youth development.
I agree with you 100 percent, so go right aheadconvince me some
more.

Mr. FRAZIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me say that those
of us in law enforcement really appreciate this opportunity. I sup-
pose the advantage of going last is that you get to hear what every-
body else has to say. The disadvantage is that a lot of it has been
said before, but I think the positive aspect is that the voice that
law enforcement brings to the child care discussion is very much
in agreement with the other service providers.

Let me walk through a little bit of my experience, and I speak
very confidently for the major city police chiefs who, in a conference
a week ago, endorsed the position that child care, early child care,
before-school care and after- school care, are really key to crime
prevention. We are on the receiving end of why did the crime rate
go up, and we are in a multifaceted system that many, many other
players have a lot to do with what happens, so we really do have
a huge interest in before, during, and after-school programs.

There are some things that we know for sure. We know that
crime triples in the hour after school lets out. We know that half
of juvenile crime occurs between 3 and 8 p.m. I know from my
health department that the most frequent hour for a teenage girl
to get pregnant is 4:30 in the afternoon. We know that we have
kids who are desperate for places to goand we have heard safe
spaces and positive alternatives and good role models a number of
time today.

Let me paint the picture of a postindustrial city. Twenty-5 years
ago when Baltimore was fully employed, and 925,000 people lived
in the city, we had an industrial economy. In an industrial econ-
omy, you have a jobs pyramid. You have your well-educated mana-
gerial at the top, union and manufacturing jobs in the middle, and
service sector jobs at the bottom. As right-sizing, downsizing and
all of those things occur, your socioeconomics change. If you are
computer-literate and well-educated, there are more jobs for you at
the top. The union and manufacturing jobs are severely dimin-
ished. There are more service sector jobs at the bottom. Our jobs
pyramid is turned into a jobs hourglass. For a police chief, that is
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a recipe for civil disorder. Our middle class is gone, we are strati-
fied economically, and we are in the position of having to deliver
positive law enforcement service. There has to be something there
for everybody, and we have in our city neighborhoods that are sev-
eral distressed, and frankly, in a lot of places, the ability for service
providers to deliver good, solid programming is very, very difficult.

In the City of Baltimore, I have taken 27 what used to be recre-
ation centers and created Police Athletic League facilities. Now,
there are some things that are important. In some of these neigh-
borhoods, we literally had to kick drug gangs out of those centers.
They had turned into recreation facilities for drug distribution or-
ganizations. The parks had been taken over.

I heard about East L.A. in earlier testimony and the woman who
cried because her child could not go to a public space. When you
talk about community policing, you have to talk about re-taking
public spaces and using our governmental spaces as institutional
anchors for neighborhoods. That is exactly what we had to do. We
had to go into public spaces and re-take them and say we are going
to be the service provider in these neighborhoods.

We looked at neighborhoods by Census tract that sent the high-
est proportion of kids to the youth authority, the most difficult
neighborhoods for anyone to provide after-school services. We know
that we have to provide services for kids ages 7 to 17. That is our
population that is at risk. At the older end of that are our offend-
ers. Those are the kids who need an opportunity to make good life
decisions.

We know that we have to provide services from 2 in the after-
noon until 10 at night. I would love to see schools go until 4 o'clock,
and we would run PAL centers from 4 until midnight. Then we
would have a safe space with positive activities and good role mod-
els; we would put our very best men and women police officers in
there to be the role models for these kids.

Now, what has the result of that been? In our center that has
been the center in operation for the longest, about 2-1/2 years now,
the kids' grade-point average went from 66 to 81, crime in that
neighborhood went down 42 percent the first yearand you cannot
go down 42 percent every yearbut it is holding in the 30s. That
neighborhood has become a neighborhood of choice. It has 2,200
apartment units. People want to live in those apartments because
they have a safe place for their kids to go and engage in positive
activities with good role models.

When you talk to the private sector and ask what is your occu-
pancy and what is the average length of tenancy and all the things
they measure their business by, it is absolutely clear that an insti-
tutional anchor and good programming makes good economic sense
and good sense for the viability of the city.

Our problem is that in a center like that onethat one has about
120 kids a day, and we have 27 centerswe have 105,000 kids in
our school system. We do not have the ability or the resources to
reach the number of kids that we should reach.

I think what it comes down to is what can the Congress do and
what is the responsibility of Government. I think the responsibility
of Government is to provide for the public safety; it is to provide
for the public safety not only of kids at risk, but all of thosewhen
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I talk about harm reduction, I am not talking about the addicts,
I am talking about harm reduction to all those who are victims of
the activity that kids who grow up to make wrong decisions get in-
volved in.

So in our city, what we need to do is to go to the places that arein distress, and Baltimore, like any other city, has lots and lots of
different neighborhoods with varying levels of stability and eco-nomic vitaliV. We are good partners. We work every day with the
YMCA, the Boys and Girls Clubs. There are a lot of places in townwhere Boys and Girls Clubs and YMCAs operate programs bythemselves, but there are a lot of places where we have to do it,
because frankly, the neighborhoods are so troubled that only thepolice department can keep a program open at night.

What can the Congress do? I would very much appreciate consid-
eration of funding through local collaboratives. If I want to collabo-rate with the YMCA or with Camp Fire Girls or Boys and Girls
Clubs, I would like to see a funding stream where that is possible.
I am not convinced that the funding needs to come through edu-cation. It could come through Justice, like the COP grants, on sin-gle-page applications, so there is no administrative skim at theState level.

Nutrition is a big issue for us. If we are going to run programsfrom 2 to 10there are school breakfasts and school lunches
there is no ability to provide an evening nutrition program, so thatwould be very much appreciated.

But I think the key is to congressionally recognize that those ofus who are in law enforcement very much see chile care programs
as effective prevention. We are very much willing and want to begood partners in our communities, and we would very much liketo see direct application to Federal funding for all the reasons thatmy copanelists have stated before.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Frazier follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS C. FRAZIER, ON BEHALF OF FIGHT CRIME: INVEST
IN KIDS

My name is Thomas C. Frazier, and I am the Commissioner of Police in Balti-more, MD. I speak today on behalf of FIGHT CRIME: INVEST IN KIDS, a nationalanti-crime organization led by police, prosecutors and crime survivors. From commu-nities large and small across the United States, we crime fighters and victims havecome together to tell the American people the truth about crime: that the most pow-erful weapons in our anti-crime arsenal are the programs that help all kids get theright start: quality child care for preschoolers, and after-school programs to giveschool-age kids give kids positive alternatives to the street during the after-schoolhourshours which more than 5 million children now spend unsupervised and vul-nerable to the negative influences of gangs, drugs and crime.l.My officers and I struggle every day to see that dangerous criminals are behindbars. But it would be tragic if the American people were fooled into believing thatwe could win the war against crime with more police and more prisons alone. Untilwe start making the proven, effective investments that give vulnerable kids the val-ues and responsibility to turn away from crime, we will all be running faster andfaster on a treadmill of past practices.
Schoolage child and youth development programsincluding after-school, week-end and summer programsare proven to dramatically reduce the after-school spikein juvenile crime, and they're proven to give kids the armor of values and skills thatcan help them steer clear of criminal behavior today and tomorrow. It is time forAmerica to make sure every childand especially our most at-riskhave access toquality after-school programs that can steer them clear of crime and help them growup to be the good neighbors and responsible citizens we all want them to be.
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AFTER-SCHOOL IS PRIME TIME FOR JUVENILE CRIME
FBI data show us that the peak hours for violent juvenile crime are from 3:00

pm. to 8:00 pm. In the hour after the school bell rings, juvenile crime suddenly
tripples and prime time for juvenile crime begins. Nearly half of all violent juvenile
crime occurs between 2:00 pm. and 8:00 pm., and almost two-thirds occurs in the
nine hours between 2:00 pm. and 11:00 pm.

Quality after-school, weekend and summer programs for children and youth can
cut crime dramaticallyby offering school-age kids a safe haven from negative in-
fluences, and providing constructive activities that teach them not only the skills
they need to succeed, but also values like responsibility, hard work, and respect and
concern for others.

After-school programs and other quality youth development programs have an im-
mediate impact on crime and negative social behavior. For example:

One study compared juvenile arrests in a public housing project sag an after-
school skills development program with those in another housing project providing
only minimal recreational services. The number of juvenile arrests declined by 75
percent after the start of the after-school program, while they were increasing by
67 percent in the comparison project.

A Public/Private 'Ventures study of Big Brothers/Big Sisters' carefully-designed
mentoring program showed that young people randomly assigned to receive a
trained mentor were only about half as likely to begin illegal thlig use or to hit
someone as those randomly assigned to the control group.

Participants randomly assigned to a high school Quantum Opportunities Pro-
gram of counseling, academic and life skills support, community service and finan-
cial incentives, were less than one-quarter as likely to be convicted of a crime during
the high-risk high school years as those in a control group. In other words, denying
kids these services quadrupled the likelihood that they would be convicted of a
crime while in high school. The impact on crime was virtually immediate. Programs
like Quantum Opportunities show what can happen when after-school enrichment
activities are integrated with in-school help for at-risk youngsters.

After school programs are also proven to help kids develop the skills and good val-
ueslike honesty, respect, hard work and community involvementthat they need
to succeed. For example, those who participated in the Quantum Opportunities Pro-
gram were 50 percent more likely to graduate high school on time and two-and-a-
half times more likely to attend post-secondary schooling.

Quality school-age programs have been shown to have special importance for low-
income youngsters, especially those growing up in nethborhoods where "hanging
out" means being ex,Nsed to widespread negative influences from peers and from
older children and adults. These youngsters learn to be more cooperative, get along
better with others handle conflicts better, read more, participate in more academi-
cally enriching activities, and have better grades and school conduct when they are
provided quality after-school programs.

As the Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development observed in its seminal re-
port on youth d.evelopment programs, "risk will be transformed into opportunity"
when we provide young people with the out-of-school youth development programs
that can turn "their non-school hours into the time of their lives."

LAW ENFORCEMENT LEADERS OVERWHELMINGLY SUPPORT INVEST-
MENTS IN KIDS

If you don't believe the studies, ask those of us who are on the front lines every
day. In a Northeastern University poll, when police chiefs nation-wide were asked
to rank the long-term effectiveness of a number of possible crime-lighting ap-
proaches, the chiefs picked "increasing investment in programs that help all chil-
dren and youth get a good start" as the "most effective" crime-prevention strategy
nearly four-to-one over "trying more juveniles as adults" or even "hiring additional
police officers." And ninety-two percent of police chiefs agreed that "America could
sharply reduce crime if government invested more" in after-school programs and
quality child development care for preschoolers.

Police know we'll never be able to arrest and imprison our way out of the crime
problem. That's why nearly 200 police chiefs, prosecutors, crime victims, and the
leaders of two of America's largest police officer organizations earlier this month is-
sued a Call for Action, urging Congress and state legislatures to provide enough
funding to ensure that while parents are at work, all children in America get the
quality child care and after-school programs proven to help them get the right start
in life and stay on track through their school-age years.

That same call was adopted last week by the Major Cities Chiefs organization
representing 49 of America's largest metropolitan areasat our winter meeting. We
don't often pass resolutions. But last week we voted unanimously to call for public
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policies supporting quality child care and after-school programs for all kidspolicieswithout which we will never win our war on crime.
AFTER-SCOOL INITIATIVES IN BALTIMORE: CUTTING CRIME AND BUILD-ING PRIDE
I believe so strongly In the crime-prevention power of after-school programs thatI've used $3 million annually from my police budget to create after-school-programs.To date, we've opened 27 Police Athletic League (PAL) centers; In the end, we willhave 29 centersone in every police sector.
Baltimore's PAL centers serve kids aged 7 to 17, every school day from 2:00 pm.to 10:00 pm. Each center is staffed by 2 police officers, plus other police staff,AmeriCorps volunteers, and volunteers from the community. Each center providesnot only recreation, but also academic tutoring and homework help, cultural pro-grams, crafts, and athletics.
The neighborhood where we created our first Police Activities League center twoyears ago experienced a 42 percent drop in crime during the program's first year,and has experienced a significant increase in neighborhood pride. PAL kids' gradepoint averages have climbed to between 66 percent and 81 percent, juvenile crimeand victimization have fallen dramatically, and the surrounding neighborhood hasbecome a neighborhood of choice because of the PAL Center.
PO LIY INW MCAT IONS
Baltimore's experience is both encouraging and sobering. PAL has helped reducejuvenile crime significantly. But day to day, we serve just 5,000 of the more than105,000 kids In our city schoolsbecause we don't have the resources to do more.Thousands of kids in Baltimore aren't getting the after-school supervision and ac-tivities they need.
Nation-wide, each day's final school bell starts more than 5 million latchkey kidson an unsupervised afternoon that too often involves crime, drugs and teen-age sex.The results are tragic and eminently avoidable.
From a crime-prevention perspective, it is critical to provide after-school servicesin high-crime areas. Every child in America should have access to quality programsIn the before- and after-school hours, during the summer and on weeken&but pri-ority one must be making sure that these programs reach the children who are mostat-risk of criminal behavior.
Let me also emphasize my feelingand the feeling of my colleagues in law en-forcementthat increases in after-school care for school-age youth should not comeat the expense of quality care for infants, toddlers and preschoolers. Investments Inchildren during the crucial developmental years before kindergarten are also power-ful weapons against crime. For example:

A High/Scope Educational Research Foundation study in Michigan randomlyadmitted half the at-risk three- and four-year old applicants to its quality pre-schoolcenter, and provided their parents with in-home coaching on parenting skills. Twen-ty-two years later, those who had received these services as toddlers were just one-fifth as likely to be chronic lawbreakers as kids denied the services.lIn a similar study in Syracuse, at-risk kids who were provided preschool andother services were only one-tenth as likely as kids denied those services to be delin-quent by age 16.
In other words, denying the High/Scope child care and parenting coaching servicesquintupled the riskevery Amencan's riskthat these children would grow up tohave five or more arrests. Denying the service provided in the Syracuse study multi-plied by ten times our risk that they would be delinquent as young teens.We believe it is critical that as a first step you propose funding increases in man-datory spending over the next live years of:

at least an additional $10 billion for Head Start, so that the program can ex-pand to serve more eligible children, can provide full-day and year-round care formore of the eligible children who need it, and can maintain and further strengthenits quality;
at least an additional $5 billion for Early Head Start or other quality programsfor children under three; and
at least $20 billion for the Child Care and Development Block Grant to Increasethe accessibility and quality of child care for children from families making lessthan 85 percent of median income, with at least 55 billion for after-school programsfor school-aged youth.

These amounts, while they still fall short of meeting America's crime-preventionneed would represent one of the most powerful steps Congress has taken towardsclosing our gaping crime prevention deficitthe penny-wise, pound-foolish shortfallin support of quality child care and after-school programs for kids that now endan-gers every American.

C"
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We also urge that tobacco tax revenues be used to provide secure funding to meet
America's child care and after-school needs before they are called upon for other
purposes.

As I mentioned above, the public's safety absolutely requires that wality child
care and after-school programs reach not only middle-class children anol youth, but
also those from lower-income families who are most at-risk of being lured into crimi-
nal activity. While tax credits for working families can be valuable if they are bal-
anced with other strategies, they are not likely to do enough by themselves to make
quality child care accessible to families making less than 85 percent of median in-
come. A plan which fails to assure that those youngsters get the right start would
miss the most critical public safety need in the child care and youth development
area, throwing away an anti-crime weapon we cannot afford to discard.

SUMMARY
For those of us on the front lines of the battle against crime, the once-quiet crisis

in child care is now noisy, pervasive, insistent, and tragic. It screams through our
police sirens rushing to yet another crime that never had to happen. It is heard In
the cries of agony of thousands of crime victims and their families whose lives are
needlessly lost or shattered each year. It is visible as yellow crime scene tape, body
bags, and blood-stained sidewalks on the nightly news.

Everyone knows that the delivery of child care must take place not in Washing-
ton, D.C., but in our communitiesthrough partnerships of schools, parents, busi-
nesses and community groups. But there's no more fundamental government re-
sponsibility than protecting the public safety. To live up to that obligation, the Fed-
eral Government needs to provide the funds that will enable every American com-
munity to have the after-school programs that cut crime and build better kids.

If there is one point In the discussion of child care that no American can afford
to miss, it is this: If we want our own families to be safe, we all have a stake In
making sure that every working family has access to quality child care and after-
school programs.

Until we start investing on the "front end"by supporting the programs that give
all children the right startwe'll always be stuck on a treadmill, with more kids
becoming criminals faster than we can lock them up.

Congress needs to Invest in America's most vulnerable kids today, instead of wait-
ing to spend much more laterI money and in liveson those who become "Ameri-
ca's Most Wanted" adults.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That was very compelling
testimony from all of you. That is why we are here today, and that
is why I had that little confrontation at the beginning of the hear-
ing. We all have competing needs, but we cannot ignore the critical
importance of the activities that you are discussing here in the
total picture. We need to be able to find different ways to learn
from experience, in order to be successful.

As I mentioned before, I think all of us on the committee would
agree that encouraging collaborative efforts among schools, busi-
nesses, law enforcement and service agencies is an ideal way of
doing business. However, once a school-age program has found a
home base, equipment, activities and dedicated staff, there are still
a number of crucial areas that need to be addressed. Those areas
begin with issues of basic health and safety for students and move
toward perhaps accreditation and credentialing for interested par-
ties and providers.

How do programs go about ensuring that their programs meet
these sorts of basic licensing requirements?

Ms. CHILDEARS. I would say that each of the organizations that
is a member of the National Assembly is a national organization
in its own right. They have standards that they have developed for
their programs, and they also participate in any national accredit-
ing that pertains to the particular thing they are doing. For in-
stance, campingthere are organizations that look at camping
standards on a national level. So I think our organizations are very
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attentive to the standards that have been established through long-term processes.
Mr. SHENINGER. Senator, in our State, the agencies that houseor maintain our programs are required to meet State standards forchild care facilities. They come in and look at the facilities, theyhave to have fire inspections, there are square footage require-ments. So they are already under guidelines, and they happen tobe the State guidelines.
Mr. FRAZIER. Similarly, we are in governmental facilities that arevery closely inspected. Our traditional partners are Boy Scouts,Boys and Girls Club, Camp Fire, YMCA. Just let me say veryquickly that the reason for that is we all believe"Police AthleticLeague" is a misnomer; we spend about 20 percent of our moneyon athleticsit is really education, arts and culture, character de-velopment, and athletics, all of the very same issues, structure andguidance and values. Frankly, athletics is the frosting on the cake;that is the hook to get the kids in the door. It is far more edu-cation, arts and culture, character development, and the programsare very much collaborative, and I think the standards are well-known and well-researched.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you identify some barriers that could be re-moved to make it easier for you to accomplish the goals of accredi-tation?
Mr. FRAZIER. Accreditation is not really our issue in terms of bar-riers. I think it is the seven issues of getting your programs up andrunning, transportation, nutrition and start-up. In my particularsituation, for instance, the officers are very thoroughlybackgrounded, and they are re-polygraphed and backgroundedagain before they go into a Police Athletic League, and there is avery structured course of training that is done by a recreation pro-fessional before they are actually put into the Police AthleticLeague centers.
AccreditationI think those processes are fairly well-established.
Mr. SHENINGER. Senator, I would say the agencies that are re-sponsible for establishing the programs often are involved withchild care and other types of situations as well. I know that Catho-lic Charities works with individual parents and trains them, andthen they become certified as child care providers. So they are pret-ty much aware of the requirements before they get into the pro-grams.
I do not recall any particular barriers they have had from thatangle in instituting programs in our areas.
Ms. CHILDEARS. I would agree with that, except that sometimesthe resources to achieve requirements at a particular location canbe a burden, but achieving them and understanding them, I thinkwe clearly know what they are.
The CHAIRMAN. We are hearing a lot about the actual process in-volved in setting up successful programs, and we have talked a lit-tle bit about that. Mr. Sheninger, in your testimony, you talkedabout the importance of teachers, and you said that "In designingthe program, it is important to decide who is best to administer it.It may or may not be the school, and that decision should rest withthe principal." Could you elaborate on that?
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Mr. SHEN1NGER. Surely. When I first became interested in child
care, seeing the necessity for it as an educator, that we are con-
cerned about what happens to our children after they leave our
buildings, I did not feel that I had the expertise in after-school
child care. I did not have it, and quite honestly, I did not have the
time to set up a program myself or to monitor that program.

We were also trying to see if we could provide the service without
a financial cost to our taxpayers. We were able to pair with an
agency, Catholic Charities, that had knowledge of child care, exper-
tise, and we could do it in a situation that would not cost us any
money. So from that perspective, they knew what they were doing,
they were the experts on child care.

The process we went through was not really complicated at all.
Our board of education is very supportive of a number of issues,
and they really care about kids, and they are looking to do things
for kids beyond just the typical educational things. So they were
very accepting of the idea when we put it forth to them.

We started in one school, we expanded to another; it became a
model for our county, and they have included eight or nine other
sites since that time. And we went into the summer program the
same way. As long as it could be done in a way that was manage-
ablethey handle all the financial questions, they handle the hir-
ing and personnel questions. I work with them, and I am the liai-
son on site, so any problems that come up go through me and the
person who is responsible for the particular program. It has worked
very, very well.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Childears, do you have any comment?
Ms. CHILDEARS. I think it is a very difficult decision, because

someone has got to be accountable for that building, and I think
that that is probably the principal. What we would like to see is
some sort of incentive to an individual school or school district to
really work with community-based organizations. We are not ask-
ing the principals to give up the accountability they have for the
site, but something to really incent them to work more with com-
munity-based organizations.

You have heard a couple of examples today of wonderful sce-
narios in a couple of communities that work beautifully, but that
is not what we hear across the country from the members of our
organization. So we are really looking for a way to encourage more
schools to look at it like the ones we are hearing about today.

The CHAIRMAN. Commissioner Frazier?
Mr. FRAZIER. Honestly, school-based programs have been very

difficult for us to be successful in. We have brought together in our
city a group called Safe and Soundthe 501(c)(3) is the Baltimore
Community Foundation, but the school district, the health depart-
ment, the housing department, the police department, recreation,
Johns Hopkins, University of Maryland, the YMCA, Boys and Girls
Clubseveryone is in one large collaborative which distributes a
Robert Woods Johnson grant-funded operation that will be the
pass-through for a number of grant opportunities.

I think it is most helpful to have the ability for a local collabora-
tion of that nature to be a grant recipient and then, at the local
level, if I have a good partnership at Mildred Monroe School, I will
apply to the local foundation as a partner with Mildred Monroe,
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but I may also have another one at Moore Crossman with the
Recreation Department, and at Druid Hill with the YMCA. I thinkit is another way to look at how tolcreate a funding stream so thatit is most valuable. And when it gets right down to it, at the locallevel, you may have a school district that says, "Sorry, too much
liability; you cannot use our facility." I happen to think that youare right that in most cases, that is an excuse. But there are var-ious levels of partnership and sincerity, I think, among the variousplayers, and at the local level, we know who the A-teamers are,
and we know who we want to partner with, and we know who the
effective collaborations are with, and I, frankly, am looking for good
partners, and I will go with the strongest team that I can in the
neighborhoods where I can make the most difference. We are reallyabout being successful.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you go about working on a collaboration?
Do you sit down and discuss it with someone who knows the neigh-borhood and figure out who is the one to approach first? How doyou work it out?

Mr. FRAZIER. In the Safe and Sound collaboration that I spokeof earlier, there has been a good deal of process. There were dozensand dozens of community forums, youth forums. All the kids votedon a dozen of the most important things to them in terms of viabil-ity as they grew up, and they included safety, job opportunitytraining, arts and culture. There were a number of things that be-
came very clear to us that, as a city, we needed to provide.

Then it is bringing the right service providers together in theright proportion and in the right location for the right age groupof kids, open the right hours of the day, to deliver the tailored kindof services that your local community processes bubble up as towhat the community need is.
I thought it was very interesting that Brad said the local policedepartment had become friends with the kids. In this socioeconomicmodel that I described, one of the fears is that as our youngsters

grow up, they will not see their police department as part of thesocial fabric of their city. That is why, in a community policing
model, you see the chiefsand the big city police chiefs just a weekago, from Phoenix and Houston, are doing exactly the same thingas I am and have very much the same sense that we really do want
our youngsters to see us at the table as being part of the solution
to provide safe spaces and positive alternatives and good role mod-els for them as they grow up to be our adult citizens.

The CHAIRMAN. Any other comments?
[No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. There must be a tendency when you try to work

out these collaborations that the easiest place to put them is where
you need them least, and the hardest place to get collaboration is
where you need it most. Is that generally true?

Mr. FRAZIER. No. Particularly in our case, take a Police AthleticCenter, for instance. There are two police officers and a community
service officer there. If we had, say, 60 choices last year of where
we should go, the secure areas where we have strong neighborhood
associations, high owner-occupancy, good parent-teacher organiza-tions are not where I am looking to go. I am looking to go to theplaces where the rec centers were closed because there were
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shootings there, where staff in no other organization will dream of
working nights.

I think part of the local ability is to be able to tailor your re-
sources, because there are certain places where frankly, only the
police department can run a program for teenage kids from, say,
4 to 12it is just not possible for anyone else to do it. That is
where we should be. There are plenty of other neighborhoods where
very, very good collaborations are possible, and we certainly are
circumspect about who goes where.

I have about $3 million worth of officers a year doing strict pre-
vention work. That is Police Athletic League, and that comes out
of, my existing budget. That is about a 1.5 percent commitment to
prevention, which I do not think is excessive by any stretch, but
I have a PAL center in every police sector. There are nine pre-
cincts, each with three sectors, and they have a center per sector.
That gives me good geographic equidistancing, but we are certainly
going into neighborhoods where we can use that PAL center as an
institutional anchor for the bigger process of community organiza-
tion and development. We intentionally go where we need to be the
most.

The CHAIRMAN. Other comments?
Ms. CHILDEARS. I would just say that every local community

knows what its need is, and every local community knows who can
make it happen. The beauty of community-based decisions and col-
laboration is that you get the right folks together, and it happens
where it needs to happen. And those partners are probably going
to be different in every, single community.

The CHAIRMAN. How do you check to see whether you are being
successful? What kind of records do you keep, and how do you
measure your success?

Mr. FRAZIER. It is an/eternal dilemma. There are some very sub-
jective measures, and there are some very objective measures. We
very definitely track school attendance, we track grade-point aver-
age. We certainly know how many criminal justice contacts these
kids have with our department. We have a centralized juvenile in-
take facility, so it is a very easy cross-check to make.

Int he center that has been there the longest, where we have
been able to track academics, I think I mentioned before that the
grade-point went from 66 to 81. I think the subjective things are
more anecdotalparents who will stand up in a community meet-
ing and say that they prayed for someone to intervene with their
children, to get them on the right track. There is one young man
and I would be happy to send you the articlewho was involved
in a couple of auto thefts, had been hanging around on the corner
and was beginning to get into the drug trade. He came into a cen-
ter and a particular officer took him under his wing, and his moth-
er will stand in front of any group and say that without this, Dar-
rell would be a different young man today than he would have been
otherwise.

I think there really are some objective ways to track is. Cer-
tainly, the crime rate in the neighborhood is a good one. In the par-
ticular area of the center I just spoke of, the fact that it has become
a neighborhood of choice, the average length of tenancy is much
longer, the occupancy rate is from 86 to 96 percent. It really does
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become a neighborhood where there is a good deal of pride in own-ership and commitment, and it really is a neighborhood of choice.And that is really the whole community policing model of trying toget your neighborhoods involved, and then you have more parentvolunteers, and instead of a negative cycle, it turns into a positivecycle.
We are in the process now of applying with Johns Hopkins to theNational Institutes of Health for a more longitudinal study. I thinkeverybody has trouble with that. But certainly, all of the short-term, objective research that we can do and the anecdotal feedbackthat I get says we are very much on the right track. We need todo it for boys and girls to 17; we need to do it at night from 2 to10 p.m.; we need to do education, arts and culture, character devel-

opment. The athletics, the karate classes, the dance classesthatis the fun stuff you get to do after you have done your homework,and we have checked to make sure that you are going to school and
you are serious about 3/our grades.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes?
Mr. SHENINGER. Senator, at our level, I think one indicator of

success is participation. We started with approximately 14 childrenat one site, and our school currently has approximately 50 childrenon our rolls. We have opened the other elementary school becauseof the need, and now they have a program in their school as well,and that has spread throughout the country.
So I think that if you have people participating, it is a good indi-cator that the program is working.
I wanted to mention one thing regarding what Ms. Childearssaid, which I think is very important, and that is that each situa-tion has to be looked at uniquely. What I can do in my school, aprincipal in a neighboring school may not be able to do; he may nothave the available space to do a program. He can still be an activeparticipant, but it may not be in his particular building. I think itis critical that we have to take a look at each situation and see howeach partner can contribute.
Ms. CHILDEARS. In our organizations, the issue of accountability

is clearly there all the time with our funders and so on, and manyof these organizations are approaching 100 years old. And wewould be happy to provide with you information from any of thoseorganizations about how they measure accountability.
There are three fairly high-profile studies recently that come tomind. One is the public-private ventures which worked primarilywith Big Brothers and Big Sisters. They took a look at howmentoring works and the relationships, and there is clear docu-mentation there that there is a positive impact.
Boys and Girls Clubs were involved in another high-profile study

called Smart Moves that was conducted in housing projects to seewhat kind of impact could be made with their programmatic ef-forts. Delinquency was down, school grades improved, and therewere a number of very distinct measures.
And the study that I know you were involved with, the Carnegie

Study, "A Matter of Time," talks a lot about productive use of after-school time and kids being involved in good alternatives.
So we feel that we have a number of ways that we can point tothe components that have been in all the programs for years.
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The CHAIRMAN. I cannot tell you how important it is for you to
develop ways to really measure success. The problem we have here,
especially with a shortage of resources, is how do you say this pro-
gram should get more money or less money, or should it be funded
at all. My investigation into trying to find out results has been very
dismal. I think we had 160 training programs going, and I asked
how many had any longitudinal evaluation, and I think there were
two, and one of them was for 6 months, and one was for a little
longer, to determine whether the people who got trained stayed in
their jobs.

I want to emphasize that we have got to find ways to better de-
termine if programs that we know feel good, or look good on paper
really are good. Hopefully, we can develop those evaluation mecha-
nisms.

Well, thank you all. This has been very rewarding and very help-
ful testimony. We have had an interesting day. I hope you have en-
joyed it in a meaningful fashion as I have.

[Additional statements and material submitted for the record fol-
low:]
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National OfncC

Childcare Statement
Labor and RIM= Resources Committee

United States Senate
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Vohmteers of America is pleased to offer this statement on &Ware that we hope will
be useful in the developmem of a forward-loolting policy for the nation.

It is often said that our children are our future. As in anything as important as 'our
future' as a =non, it should be mmected that adequate investment in time. energy, and resourms
be rnwio to assure the success of that funire. If the United States is to build toward its future
with a civil society and a competent workforce that mew or exceeds global expectations, it is
necessary that the most.valuable investment would be in the care =di:rimming of our children--
the greatest potential resource we or any country has.
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Childcare has been a part of our continuing legacy of service, havingprovided day carefor working mothers since beforethe own of the cenmry. After 102 years, Volunteers ofAmerica continues to pmvide chalk= for over 3.200 children across the country, along withgang prevention, mentoring, preschool programs, parent and grandparent education, Head Stan,
childcare provider training, and services to abused and neglected children, among other child andyouth services. Our approach to this vital subject, therefoze, is based on a century of experiencein working with children and youth and their families.

Even with the resources already available, our federal and state governments fall far
short in their investment in developmentally appropriate childcare, youth development,
parenting education and nipport systems, and productive after-school programs for children ofall ages. Statistics on the prevalence of latchkey children, child abuse and neglect, youth
delinquency and png activity all ben this out.

To be sure, parents must shoulder themajor responsibility for the upbringing of theirchildren. However, when a single parent, surrogate parent, or both in-home parents must orchoose to work outside the home, Volunteers of America believes that federal policyshould, in the national interest, assure that all families have access to affordable, highquality, developmentally appropriate child and after-school care. In addition to the fiscal
resources necessary to carry out this policy, Volunteers of America also believes it is theright, responsibility, and obligation of the federal government to the nation's children toestablish and maintain mininitun national standards for childcare, such as those used inHead Start or promulgated by the National Association for the Education of YoungChildren.

Attainment of the following principles should be the goal ofnew federal legislation:
Quality, affordable. 24-hour childcare for all infants, toddlers, and preschoolchildren in a safe, healthy environment,whether center-based or home-based
Access to positive, productive after-school, after-how, weekend, and summer
programs for all school-aged children and teens
Developmentally appropriate practices based on the latest research on the cognitive
and emotional development of children andyouth
Parent ittvolvernent and parent support nerworks to train and assist them in their
most impoztant role of being parents
A career development system to provide appropriately trained and reasonably paid
childcare and youth workers to carry out this walk
A suppon network for family and in-home childcare givers to provide training,
information, and backup resources, and
A low child-to-staff ratio supported by subsidy payments, where necessary, that
reflect the-absolute cost of care.

To achieve such far-reaching national policy requires that it be backed by sufficient
resources to help states, communities, and providers accomplish it. Declining federal support
for the Social Services Block Grant, which has provided 1 major source of state funds forchildcare, is currently undermining that capability.

Also, while federal policy should establish the nandards to which all states, localities, andproviders would rise and be held accountable, program specifics to achieve those standardsshould be community-based and community-direaed involving parentx schoolc conununity-
based organizations and providerc appropriate child welfare, social service, and recreation
agenciee police and the justice system: religious organization.% businessex other appropriate
individuals and insritutionx and the childrenand youths themselves. Such partnerships are theare at the core of today's innovative federalism.

Finally, no statement on the need foran imptoved national program of childcare and
after-school youth programs would be complete without reminding ourselves of the fact that, inthis day and age, two-thirds of Americanwomen with children under six now work outside the
home. lliat sinution for families with eitha- or both preschool and in school childrenis madeail the larger by the growing number ofmostly singiernothers now altering the workforce fromthe welfare system.

In 1991, the Committee for Z.oncnirc Development, comprised of executives of someof the nation's largest companies, issued a report calling for 'a new vision for childcare and
education' in the United States. In it they stated, "The lack of availability of quality child carethat is developmentally appropriate, has educational value, and is affordable has created a crisisoi national proportions that affectsmost families but hits low,income families the hardest.'
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While it is the mission of the Volunteers of America to save those most in need, it is the
constitutional obligation of the federal government to provide for the well being of all the
people, including children. The time has come for this co be done.

Volunteers of America thanks the committee for beginning this legislative woik and
pledges our assistance in the development of a childcare and after-school system the families and
young people of America deserve.

For funher information contact Ron Field, vice president for public policy, Volunteers
of America National Office, 110 S. Union Street, Almandria VA 22314-3324, (703) 548-2288,
fax (703) 684-1972, e-mail rfieklevoa.org.
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1998 NSACA Public Policy Position Paper
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The NSACA Public Policy Committeegratefully adowiWedga the School's Out Comortitan of theSeattle YWCA. the Seattle MOST Initiative. wad The National Institute on Out-of-School 7Drie for
providing backgrouNd &formation for thispaper.

" Making the MCIST of Out-ofiSehooi Moe Reekgroond Report. StaubMOST Project StoffsagGroup,Documber, 1994
" Washington Siase's Role 1111 Bugling ma Ebel& e Selsool-age Care Soso% Clogs sad Assoc. Decanbar1993:

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you all very much. The hearing is ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 12:14 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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